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DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
Do you dare meddle with Powerball? After the long lines and
traffic jams leading up to the
record $295.7 million jackpot,
some think so.
The record jackpot won
Wednesday night was once
unimaginable for a concept born
11 years ago simply as a way
for five states and the District
of Columbia to compete with
bigger, multimillion-dollar lotteries.
But Powerball wasn't much
of a ball at all to ticket vendors forced to accommodate an
onslaught of treasure-seekers
or to the stores left idle by the
crush of lines that snaked along
for blocks.
For Ashok Sheth, whose
Greenwich, Conn., cigar store
was under siege for 10 consecutive days by out-of-state
ticket-buyers, enough is enough.
"Whoever has created this
Powerball monster has to do
something," Sheth said.
That would be Ed Stanek,
the director of the Iowa Lottery and creator of the Powerball, who has acknowledged he
may have midwifed a Frankenstein monster.
But, he asked, "what can
you change about the world's
most successful lotto game?"
Plenty, say those who had
to endure the crowds, particularly retailers in Connecticut,
which is bordered by the populous, non-Powerball states of
Massachusetts and New York.
As far as how to prevent
future chaos, Rowland spokeswoman Nuala Forde said many
options were being considered,
including limiting hours of ticket sales.
The Connecticut state lottery, a quasi-public agency, took
the unprecedented step of telling
Greenwich officials they could
stop selling lottery tickets in
town if no winner was chosen
in Wednesday's drawing.
Stanek said the West Des
Moines-based Multi-State Lottery
Association, Powerball's governing body, will study improvements such as more terminals,
faster computers and the ability to quickly add machines
when jackpots swell.
A quick solution would be
to expand the game to include
more states, ending the need
for people to cross borders to
buy tickets. Twenty states and
the District of Columbia participate now.
The twice-a-week game takes
advantage of too many families who "can't afford to lose
the money," said Tom Prichard,
president of the Minnesota Family Council, a conservative nonprofit group based in Minneapolis.
"If we want to take money
out of the poor communities,
then government is doing a
very good job of that," said the
Rev. Tom Grey, executive director of the National Coalition
Against Gambling Expansion,
based in Hanover, ill.
"That quarter of a billion dollars is not money that grew on
trees," Grey said. "That's someone else's money that's standing in the line losing."

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Politicos from across the state
are preparing for the annual 118th
annual Fancy Farm Picnic Saturday in Graves County.
The annual picnic, which benetas St. Jerome Catholic Church,
is the preeminent event in Kentucky politics and with a hotly
contested U.S. Senate race this
year, promises to add another chapter in its storied history.
The political speaking will begin
at 2 p.m.
And unlike last year, when U.S.
Rep. Ed Whitfield was the only
Republican on the podium, this
year's picnic promises to be a bipartisan bash with the usual bashing of each other.
The marquee event is this year's
U.S. Senate race.
U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler and
U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning are in a
tight race to succeed retiring U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford, who has served
in the upper chamber.since 1974.
Baesler, who defeated Steve
Henry and Charlie Owen in the
Democratic primary in May, is
promising to make campaign
finance reform a key issue in this

talls race, while Bunning is hoping to ride a Republican trend in
Kentucky and an advantage in
money in joining Mitch McConnell
in the Senate.
McConnell and Ford are both
expected at Fancy Farm as well.
although the Senate is currently
trying to finish debate on the
Defense Department appropriations
bill.
"It seems we're always on the
defense bill before Fancy Farm,"
McConnell said. "If we get done
in time for Fancy Farm."
Both McConnell and Bunning
skipped last year's event.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Fayette County sheriff's deputy
convicted of reckless homicide
after a high-speed crash won a
new trial from the Kentucky Court
of Appeals today.
A three-judge panel said an
expert prosecution witness was
improperly permitted to give his
opinion that the deputy's excessive speed caused the crash.
That invaded the province of
the jury, whose job was to draw

its own conclusions from the evidence, the judges said. "We cannot conclude that the evidence in
this matter is so overwhelming
that the error can be deemed harmless," they said.
The deputy, William B. Alexander, was convicted of accidentally killing Robert Nesbitt when
their vehicles collided at a Lexington intersection in December

Saturday's picnic will also feature appearances by Whitfield and
former Congressman Tom Barlow,
who is facing Whitfield in a rematch
of their 1994 race.
Kentucky
for
CandiOtes
Supreme Court, including Graves
County's Rick Johnson, who is
facing incumbent Judge Bill Graves,
have also been invited to speak,
as well as the state's constitution
al officers, led by Gov. Paul Patton.

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear and
cooler. Low in the mid 60s.
Light north wind.
sunny.
Saturday...Mostly
High in the upper 80s.
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SPRUCING UP: Tripp Jones trims around his property on
Miller Street Thursday afternoon.

J COT T NANNEY/ Ledger & Times photo

STILL GROWING: Vines are threatening to take over the front of Ruth Daughaday's property,
located on Vine Street.

ProsWASHINGTON (API
ecutors are having the FBI test
one of Monica Lewinsky's dresses, a key piece of evidence in the
last weeks of an investigation into
alleged presidential sex and coverup that soon may go to Congress.
The dre.‘s will be tested to see
whether it contains evidence that
would corroborate Ms. Lewinsky's
account of a sexual relationship with
President Clinton — one that tic
denies.
The dress, along with the pending testimony of Ms. Lewinsky,
the president and a few others,
are likely the last matters in the
evidence phase of the Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr's Lewinsky investigation. Then. Starr must
decide what he should report to
the House about potentially

impeachable offenses.
"I can envision nothing. I can
envision anything" from Starr. said
House Judiciary Committee Chairman Henry Hyde, R-III. He declared
committee members "as prepared
as we ever will be" to handle any
impeachment referral from Starr.
While Republicans have bolstered their majority staff. Democrats are not sitting on their hands.
A group of senior committee
Democrats has been interviewing
candidates for an impeachment
counsel for their side.
Despite the preparations. Hyde
said. "I don't want to -hurry or
press or push the independent counsel. I don't want it to appear that
we're driving his inquiry."
Ms. Lewinsky and her lawyers
spent additional time Thursday with

members of Starr's staff preparing for her upcoming grand jury
testimony.
Starr is investigating whether
Ms. Lewinsky, 25. and Clinton
lied in the Paula Jones sexual
harassment suit against the president when they denied an affair,
and whether Clinton asked her to
lie about it. Also under investigation is whether the president and
others tried to obstruct the probe.
One of Ms. Lewinsky's lawyers,
Jacob Stein, and Starr issued a
joint statement denying they were
the sources of the report Wednesday that Ms. Lewinsky had provided prosecutors a dress she says
contains a stain that might contain evidence of a sexual encounter

WESTERVILLE. Ohio (AP) —
After years of pooling money to
buy lottery tickets, a group of
machinists who call themselves
"The Lucky 13" stepped forward
Thursday to claim the biggest prize
yet — the $295.7 million Powerball jackpot.
One of the 13 workers at
Automation Tooling Systems in
this Columbus suburb drove 100
miles to buy 130 tickets just over
the Indiana line for Wednesday's
drawing.
"It took a long time to believe
we actually hit it," said John Jarrell. a burly man with a long mustache who was the first of the 13
men to identify himself. "You go
from totally excited to scared to
death."
The Lucky 13 won't officially
he the winners until the Indiana
lottery office validates the ticket.
The jackpot was worth $295.7
million in payments over 25 years,
but the winners took the cash

option — one payment of about
$161.5 million. Indiana lottery officials said. The Lucky 13 intend
to split the money evenly, for $12.42
million per person before taxes,
their lawyer said Thursday.
The winning numbers were
picked randomly by a Powerball
computer at a Speedway gas station in Richmond. Ind.
Jarrell and his wife. Sandy, both
decked out in black Harley Davidson apparel, said they and their three
children were already racking up
quite a wish list. Tops on Sandy's
list was her own Harley to match
John's.
"I've already got mine. She
wants one of her own.- Jarrell
saidi
The other members of the Lucky
13 tried to remain anonymous
Thursday when they met with
Columbus business attorney Larry
Sturtz at their plant. Managers of
the Canadian-owned assembly systems plant. besieged by reporters

and photographers, slipped the 13
workers out in a crowd of employees released early for lunch.
The prospective millionaires all
showed up at their jobs but didn't do much work Thursday, company spokeswoman Barbara Palmer
said.
"Actually they came to gloat I
think," Ms. Palmer joked. "No,
they came to share in their good
fortune with us."
Sturtz told the 13 men, ranging from their 20s to 50s, to plan
their estates, get sound investment
advice and be wary of long-lost
friends or relatives who decide it's
time to get reacquainted.
"There will be cousins they
haven't heard from in years and
years that you know are going to
say I need a loan or I've got a
great deal for you. They've got
to learn to say no to all those
things," he said.

in the Senate version of the Housepassed bill would sweeten military pay increases, help soldiers kick
the tobacco habit, and deny visas
to foreign government officials
involved with the worst human
rights abuses.
Under both House and Senate
versions of the bill, military spending will increase just 1 percent
for fiscal 1999, which begins Oct.
I. The exact figure and other issues
in the legislation will be resolved
by a House-Senate conference committee before the measure goes to
President Clinton.
The Rouse bill pointedly left
out administration requests for $1.9
billion to keep U.S., troops in
Bosnia.
amendBut the Senate.
ment accepted by voice vote with-

out debate, approved an "Overseas Contingency Operations Transfer Fund" that matches the president's request for Bosnia. The bill
does not mention Bosnia but allows
the defense secretary to use the
money for emergency funding of
military operations.
The Senate rejected, on a 6930 vote, an attempt by Sens. Kay
Bailey Hutchison, R-Texas. and
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., to reduce
U.S. forces in Bosnia and neighboring areas from more than 8.500
to 6,500 by next February and
5,000 by October 1999.
The votes were a demonstration of Senate unwillingness to force
the administration's hand in dealing with Bosnia, despite the rejec-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate quietly has approved $1.9
billion for U.S. forces in Bosnia,
while soundly rejecting a move to
force the Clinton administration to
start withdrawing troops.
The moves, boosts to the Clinton administration's Bosnia policy, came during Senate passage
Thursday of a $252 billion defense
appropriations bill.
Reflecting continued concern
about the open-ended NATO operation in the region, the Senate adopted a contrary message on the crisis in the Serbian province of
Kosovo. Senators sought to head
off U.S. involvement in Kosovo
by requiring presidential consultation with Congress before any military involvement.
Other wide-ranging provisions
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Millions flowing in war reparations

II Starr ...
From Page 1
with Clinton.
The statement said the two sides
met "for the specific and mutually shared purpose of preventing
the dissemination of speculative
information.... Suggestions in the
media that Ms. Lewinsky's lawyers
or the OIC (Starr's office) are the
sources of such information are
untrue."
Starr sent the dress to the FBI
lab to be tested to see if it contained any genetic evidence that
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could be tested, according to sources
familiar with the move, who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
The initial test would take about
48 hours. If the test found such
evidence, a more complex' test to
see if it matched the president's
genetic makeup would be conducted
and would take several weeks.
White House officials said
Thursday they were unaware of
any discussions about whether Clinton should turn over a blood sample for such testing.
Ms. Lewinsky's first lawyer,
Frank Carter, said Thursday night
he did not do anything "beyond
receiving her word and questioning the various details" to verify
a Jan. 7 affidavit he helped her
prepare denying that she and Clinton ever had a sexual relationship.
"There was no indication whatsoever that the affidavit was not
truthful," Carter said on CNN's
"Larry King Live- program."There
are a lot of things I would like
to ask questions about now. I think
there are a number of things that
need a lot of explanation by Monica."
Lewinsky was introduced to
Carter by Vernon Jordan, a Washington power broker and longtime
personal confidant of Clinton.
Starr's prosecutors continued to
run through grand jury witnesses
at a rapid pace Thursday, using
two grand juries and receiving testimony from as many as seven
Secret Service officers. While Clinton's videotaped testimony will be
completed in one day, Aug. 17,
Ms. Lewinsky would be expected
to testify on multiple days.
On Capitol Hill, Hyde said the
House was not bound by Starr's
findings, and could decide to obtain
evidence independently.
Added Rep. Asa Hutchinson,
R-Ark., a committee member and
a former U.S. attorney: "If I was
the ultimate decider of facts, I would
want to see and hear key witnesses personally. It's very likely
we will have to deal with a report
in September."
Impeachment proceedings are
held in the House, and the Senate, if necessary, would conduct a
trial.
The Judiciary Committee's
review of the evidence would "make
certain every base is covered,"
said Rep. Bill McCollum, R-Fla.

By BRENDAN RILEY
Associated Press Writer
It was just one page, a note
typed in 1941, four days after the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.
But to Fumie Ishii Shimada, it
was the elusive piece of paper she
had sought for years.
The letter she discovered last
summer details how the FBI ordered
Japanese railroad and mine workers in the western United States
to be fired as security risks during World War II.
It has already cost the federal
government $5 million in reparations. Shimada, a middle-school
math teacher in Sacramento. Calif.,
figures it could cost a lot more,
depending on how many more
applications are postmarked by Aug.
10.
She is convinced that many
more families — perhaps several
hundred more — could qualify for
reparations from the Justice Department's Office of Redress Admin-

• Senate

ern Pacific and other railway and
mining companies in several Western states.
Her father was only one among
many, but it's his shame that his
daughter remembers. Though only
a toddler then, Shimada recalls
now, at 59, "so much of what
was happening."
"I was with my parents 24
hours a day, and this was just
patterned into my brain," she says.
"All I knew was my father's misery."
Shimada says her father harbored
no bitterness toward the railroad
or the government. Her parents,
she says, "were very proud, both
of them, to be Americans."
eventually
But
Congress
acknowledged that it was wrong
to round up 120,000 JapaneseAmericans and aliens and confine
them without charge at internment

Her odyssey began in her hometown of Sparks, Nev., on Feb. 18,
1942, when Southern Pacific fired
her father after 22 years on the
job.
Kametaro Ishii was among hundreds of Japanese aliens and Japanese-Americans fired from Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, West-

• ••

From Page 1
tion of funding by the House and
strong criticism from both Republicans and Democrats of the Bosnia
deployment.
The action on Kosovo is similar to weak restrictions already
imposed on extending troops in
Bosnia.
Clinton would retain the option
of a Kosovo deployment under the
amendment, as long as he justifies it to Congress. He would have

to explain the mission, the cost
and a timetable for pulling out.
The administration has not said
it plans to send more troops to
the Balkans. But Sen. Pat Roberts,
R-Kan., predicted: "The United
States and Western European
nations are on the verge of an
expensive and dangerous involvement in Kosovo."
Under the Senate and House
bills, military pay would go up

In a measure aimed primarily
3.6 percent next year, rather than
the 3.1 percent requested by the at China, the Senate voted to deny
Clinton administration. Salary funds visas to any foreign officials
would be increased by cutting involved in religious persecution,
amounts for operations and main- forced abortions, forced sterilizatenance in all branches of the mil- tion or genital mutilation.
An amendment by Sen. Tom
itary.
The House bill sets aside $20 Harkin. D-Iowa, appropriates $50
million for compensating victims million for anti-smoking programs
and rebuilding a cable car system in the military. The money would
damaged Feb. 3 when a low-fly- come from cuts to military coning Marine jet sliced a gondola sultants.
"My amendment will not require
cable in the Italian Alps, killing
20 people. The Senate version con- those serving in the military to
tains no funding but recognizes a quit smoking," said Harkin. It
U.S. obligation to compensate vic- "would merely provide critical help
tims and calls for quick and fair for those who wish to quit smoking."
resolution of the matter.

•Prize ...
From Page 1
"Brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law,
distant cousins — all of whom
are going to come out of the
woodwork now and ask for a piece
of the action."
Sturtz said the group had been
playing lotteries for years, but had
never had any substantial success.
"Some little things, but nothing like this," he said.
The winning ticket was being
held in a safe-deposit box Thursday. Sturtz said the ticket's jour-
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rations to the internees or survivors, also had gener,f1 wording
applying to anyone deprived of their
civil liberties for no reason other
than being Japanese.
Shimada figured that her father
would qualify, even though he had
not been interned. But she couldn't confer with her parents whether
to seek payment. Her father had
died in 1976, her mother in 1979.
Still this was family business,
and taking care of it fell to her,
much as it had when she was 12
and the only sibling at home. It
was her duty, she recalls, because
her parents' English "wasn't that
good."
But Shimada's request for reparations was denied. After all, she
was told, the railroad companies
— not the federal government —
fired the railroad workers.
She refused tq. accept that.
camps throughout the war. The Civil
Yet even now, Shimada shares
Liberties Act in 1988, specifical- the credit: "I think my father was
ly providing for $20,000 in repa- leading me to do all these things."

istration.
Since February, some 250 children of fired workers have received
the maximum payout: $20,000.
Shimada and her two sisters each
got checks in late May.(They plan
to donate some of it to the Japanese-American Citizens League for
scholarships.) Another 70 applications are under review.
While most applicants are survivors of railroad workers, others
had a parent who lost a mining
job under the same federal directive.
Shimada credits others for the
windfall, but the credit is largely
hers.

ney back to Indiana would be in
an armored vehicle.
The Richmond Speedway gas
station-convenience gets $100,000
for having sold the ticket. "I'm
so excited about it I just don't
know what to say," said Connie
Morris, a Speedway clerk.
Hoosier Lottery Director Jim
Maguire said Thursday he had spoken with Sturtz and was expecting a copy of the winning ticket
to be faxed to Indianapolis later
in the day.
It would be at least next week
before the prize is claimed. Sturtz
and Maguire said.
The jackpot, which falls back
to $10 million for the next draWt
ing, swelled in the past weeks in
the 20 states and District of Columbia where Powerball tickets are
sold when nobody matched all five
numbers and the Powerball.
The winning numbers drawn
Wednesday night were 8, 39, 43,
45, 49, and Powerball 13. To win,
players who pay $1 per ticket
must match the first five numbers
from a pool of 49 numbered balls
and the Powerball, which is drawn
from a separate pool.
The previous record jackpot for
a single-ticket winner was $195 million, also in the Powerball game,
won by an Illinois couple in May.

II Picnic ...
From Page 1
There is also the possibility that
Kentucky State Sen. Bob Jackson
of Murray will address the Fancy
Farm crowd.
Jackson's 1st District includes
the small Graves County farming
community.
"I've been invited to speak, but
there are going to be a lot of

• Deputy • ••
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July 31, 1998
(the night before Fancy Farm)

For a Big Party Bash
in the
Showroom Lounge
Executive Inn - Riverfront
Paducah, Kentucky
8:00 PM (CT)

From Page 1

1994. Alexander was rushing with
blue lights and siren to another
decuity's emergency call.
An accident reconstruction team
first issued a report that Nesbitt
failed to yield the right of way
to a clearly visible emergency vehicle.
But after reviewing tape from
Alexander's on-board video camera, the team concluded his cruiser approached the intersection at
95 to 100 mph. He was indicted
in May 1995.
At trial, asked by Alexander's
attorney for his opinion, Sgt. Paul
Simms of the reconstruction team
said he initially thought Nesbitt
was at fault. The prosecutor then
asked Simms if his opinion had
changed. Simms said the video
convinced him Alexander was at

fault.
In opposing Alexander's appeal,
the attorney general's office pointed out that Alexander's own lawyer
opened the door to the "ultimate
issue" of who was at fault. But
the judges said it was not that
simple.
Writing for the court, Judge
Lisabeth Abramson of Louisville
said no one disputed that Alexander was using his siren and lights.
And there was evidence that Nesbitt had been drinking and had
run a stop sign, she said.
"Under these circumstances, we
cannot say that the other evidence
of Alexander's fault ... is so extensive and convincing that the admission of the ultimate issue testimony was harmless error," Abramson wrote.

Authorities nab suspect
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
County authorities have picked
up the third Lone Oak suspect
believed to be connected to a July
14 burglary of an Old Salem Road
home.
Jon Mullins, 25, remained in
the Calloway County Detention
Center Friday morning on $3,000
bond on charges of receiving stolen
property more than $300, a Class
D felony.
County Sheriff's
Calloway
Deputy Max Parrish picked up
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Mullins Thursday after Lone Oak
police arrested him Wednesday,
Sheriff Stan Scott said.
Mullins, Aaron Bardon, 18. and
a 17-year-old boy are accused of
luring Linda Hellmann out of her
home by calling her to report her
son was in trouble and needed her
to pick him up in Paducah.
They allegedly took about $3,000
worth of items from her home
while she was gone.
Bardon and the juvenile have
been charged with first-degree burglary, a Class C felony.
0

Master of Ceremonies • The Green Brothers From Froggy 103.7 FM
$15.00 per person in advance • $20.00 per person at the door
$100.00 Sponsor
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speakers," Jackson said. "If I do
speak, it will be very short."
Organizers began preparing for
the mouthwatering barbecue for
the event Thursday evening.
Both Democrats and Republicans
have scheduled a number of fundraising events in the area as part
of the Fancy Farm weekend.
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AROUND THE NATION
Former governor improving, son says
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — Former Gov. George Wallace,
hospitalized with breathing problems, improved Thursday as doctors continued treating him with oxygen and antibiotics after a
difficult night, his son said.
Wallace, 78, who is paralyzed from the waste down by a wouldbe assassin's bullet in 1972 and suffering from Parkinson's disease, was listed as serious but stable in the intensive-care unit of
Jackson Hospital.
While treating Wallace on Wednesday night, doctors were close
to performing a tracheotomy, an incision in the throat to assist
breathing, the younger Wallace said. But he said they were able
to avoid it by using "heavy oxygen with a mask."
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Wonder visits jail cell
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) — Stevie Wonder, whose
music was banned by the former apartheid government, visited the
jail cell Thursday where Nelson Mandela was held.
"As I always say when I speak of President Mandela, he's our
king and president," Wonder said.
Wonder traveled by helicopter to Robben Island, where South
Africa's first black president spent much of his 27 years in custody. The prison has been converted to a national monument.
Wonder also visited the rock quarry where Mandela did hard
labor and was given a piece of stone by officials.

Douglas receives citation
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Peace has a new emissary in
Michael Douglas.
The actor and producer was recognized Thursday as a United
Nations Messenger of Peace.
"This role means as much to me as the two Oscars I've won,"
Douglas said. "I've always been a great admirer of the United
Nations."
The citation is given to those in arts, literature, music or sports
who have agreed to focus worldwide attention on the work of the
United Nations. Douglas said he will focus on disarmament and
human rights.
His fellow messengers include Luciano Pavarotti and Magic
Johnson.

Heartbreak Hotel to operJ in spring
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Fans can find a new place to dwell
in the heart of Elvis country when the Heartbreak Hotel officially opens next spring.
Elvis Presley Enterprises bought a working hotel near Graceland and will give it a new theme based on his first million-selling album.
Now called the Wilson World Hotel, its 134 rooms are "packed
to the rafters every Elvis week. Our challenge will be to fill it
on other weeks,- said lack Soden, chief executive of the company that manages the Presley estate.
The hotel will continue to operate during the restoration and
take on its new name next spring.

Chicken wins lawsuit
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — Barney's lawsuit against the
San Diego Chicken is extinct.
A judge threw out the copyright infringement suit Wednesday,
leaving the famous fowl free to pummel a Barney look-alike as
part of his comedy routine at sporting events.
The company behind Barney, Lyons Partnership, sued the Chicken — the alter ego of Ted Giannoulas — after he started the Barney barrage in 1994.
In the two-minute bit. a Barney clone joins the Chicken for a
rap dance. The dinosaur outdances the Chicken, prompting the
bested bird to pound the prehistoric one.
Lyons said some children get visibly upset when they see Barney beaten up, but U.S. District Judge John McBryde said the
routine is clearly parody and isn't likely to cause trademark confusion.

Beatles movie anniversary next year
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Reality check: The 35th anniversary
of the Beatles movie "A Hard Day's Night" is next year.
The milestone has a restoration team working on the rock
movie for re-release, with several minutes of never-before-seen footage
of the Fab Four goofing off.
"They're not outtakes — it shows the Beatles fooling around
with the wardrobe people, that sort of thing," producer Walter
Shenson said Wednesday.
The black-and-white movie encapsulates Beatle mania and
inspired the era of music videos. Miramax will release it in March
after it is digitally remastered with six-track stereo sound.

Money faces lawsuit
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A lawsuit accuses Eddie Money of
being drunk when he knocked a man into a wall after a fight
with the man's neighbor.
Sterling Munce said in the Superior Court suit filed Wednesday that the "Two Tickets to Paradise" singer hit him after Munce
stepped outside of his apartment to help June 28.
The suit seeks $250,000 in damages. Money was booked for
investigation of battery for allegedly punching the other man, but
he hasn't been charged.
Money's attorney, Stan Diamond, didn't return a message left
at his office Thursday.

Rights may have been violated
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Some
legal experts say a circuit judge's
gag order may have violated the
free-speech rights of the families
of three girls shot to death at a
western Kentucky high school.
They cannot publicly discuss
the Michael Carneal murder case
under the order issued June 24 by
Judge Jeff Hines. He acted after
the families criticized the prosecution and the investigation.
Their attorney, Michael Breen.
asked Hines to dismiss his order,
but Hines struck the motion from
the record Tuesday. The gag order
remains in effect.
Carneal is accused of killing
three students and wounding five
others at Heath High School on
Dec. I.
Eight legal experts — attorneys, jurists and scholars — said
Hines had overstepped his authority with the broad sweep of his
gag order and by refusing to hear

results are being questioned by
County Clerk Frances Cotterill.
She says 14 people who cast ballots are believed to live outside
the precinct or to have failed to
register properly for voting.
If so, that means about one in
every nine ballots was cast improperly. It's not clear how the 14
voted, but Barbara Kirk, a leader
of the wets, has said many appeared

PARIS, Ky. (AP) — Veterinarians will be allowed to examine
17 horses seized by a horse-protection group after a lawyer for
the owners told a judge the horses need regular vaccinations to
keep a disease they have in remission.
Since the animals were seized
earlier this summer, neither the
owners — Charles V. and Marilyn C. Beall of Lexington — nor
any veterinarians representing them
have been allowed to examine the
horse, said Timothy Allen of Lexington, the Bealls' attorney.
Keni Basham, director of the
Lexington-based Equine Transitional Training Alliance. has

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Mayor Pam Miller is denying
charges she offered Councilwoman
Teresa Isaac a job in exchange
for Isaac's support for Miller's reelection campaign.
Isaac, a frequent opponent of
Miller, claims the mayor had her
called out of a city budget meeting May 27 and held out the possibility of a job in the city's law
department after Isaac leaves the
Lexington-Fayette Urban County
Council at the end of the year.
The previous day. Miller had
finished a surprising second to
Councilman Chuck Ellinger in the
mayoral primary. The two will
face each other in a November
runoff.
Isaac, meanwhile, had lost her
campaign for the Democratic nomination to the 6th Congressional
District seat.
According to Isaac, the mayor
mentioned the job possibility and
at the same time invited her to a
meeting of political supporters who
were planning Miller's comeback
for the November runoff.
Isaac claims she told Miller she
did not know whether she wanted a job with the city and declined
the meeting invitation, saying she
would decide in August who to
support.

to be wet supporters.
Cotterill has asked the sheriff's
department and a judge to review
the vote.
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Breen said the family members
were concerned that leads were
being ignored and negotiations were
under way to get Carneal a reduced
sentence if he pleaded guilty.
His lawyer, Thomas Osborne,
has said Carneal will plead guilts
and seek a reduced sentence, arguing he suffered from mental illness.

no relation to Judge Brady. also
agreed to the visits.
Stewart denied Allen's request
to let Charles Beall see th,e horses and administer vaccinations.
Allen also asked Stewart to dismiss the criminal charges against
the Beans,. claiming the t.• came
before a July 31 deadline - - negotiated by Jerry Brady and the
Bealls in January — to improve
conditions.
But Brady said that along with
reducing the number of horses.
the agreement applied to the animals' welfare, which didn't improve
in the last six months.
"These animals were not in the
best of shape," Brady said.
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Hines was clearly irritated after
Breen — in his motion seeking
relief from the gag order — provided extensive information about
the case as well as the concerns
of the victims' families that it v.as
being mishandled.
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group members said.
But Charles Beall said he cared
for the 23 horses regularly, and
that a third of them suffer from
an incurable disease called leptospirosis, which causes eye problems and weight loss.
During a hearing Thursday, Allen
told Bourbon District Judge Lindsey Stewart that Brady had entered
The Bealls were charged 'with an order before the criminal charges
second-degree cruelty to animals, were filed to allow the visits. But
a misdemeanor, on July 8. They efforts to have veterinarians see
each face up to a year in prison the horses at two area farms have
if convicted.
been unsuccessful, Allen said.
Attorney John Hays of Lexington
Bourbon District Judge Howell
he had been retained by the
said
Brady on June 29 granted a search
warrant allowing Basham's group equine group and would help
to seize the horses; six were left arrange veterinarian visits; Bourbehind because they were too wild, bon County attorney Jerry Brady,

accused the Bealls in a criminal
complaint of abusing 23 horses
by keeping the animals malnourished, in poor health and in a
field that was too small, north of
Paris in Bourbon County. Basham
and others collected photos. videotape and statements over several
months supporting claims of abuse.

Mayor says
she didn't
offer job

Our Prices Are Turning A Lot Of Heads...
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to restrict Breen.
"If he has drawn him in to that
degree. then the judge. in my opinion, would have to give him a
hearing on the objection rather
than summarily striking it.- he
said. "If he can reach him one
way. the court has to be reached
in another way."

Vets allowed to examine 17 horses

Minerva voters split over alcohol sales
MINERVA, Ky. (AP) — For
the second time in 18 years, voters in the Minerva precinct of
Mason County have split over
whether to allow legal alcohol
sales.
And for the second time, a wetdry election's validity will be decided by the local judicial system.
Last week, the wet forces beat
the dry advocates 62-58, but the

Breen's motion. The experts were and appears to cover Breen and
interviewed Wednesday by The the families by including anyone
Courier-Journal of Louisville.
contemplating a civil suit or who
Hines has put Breen in an might be a witness in any relatunusual bind, said Louisville lawyer ed case.
Sheryl Snyder: "He (Breen) can't
Breen and the families have
be left in legal no man's land said they intend to tile a lawsuit
where the court has the power to over the shootings.
issue the order but he doesn't have
Hines said the order applies to
standing to appeal it."
Breen and the families but believes
Hines, in rejecting Breen's Breen
brought it on himself.
motion, said he had no standing
"He is the one who had injectto file the motion because he wasn't a party to the criminal case, ed himself into the thing," Hines
and that he failed to seek his per- said in a telephone interview.
mission before filing it. He ordered
University of Kentucky law proBreen not to file anything else fessor William Fortune said he had
without his permission.
never heard of a judge binding
If Hines gagged Breen through parties who were not directly
a previous order, Breen has a right involved in a case before him,
to challenge it, Snyder said.
except in cases of restraining pickBreen declined comment and ets or protesters.
said he has advised the victims'
Michael McDonald, a retired
families not to comment.
Court of Appeals judge in JefferThe judge's order applies to the son County, said he wonders what
prosecutor and the defense lawyer, legal authority Hines was using
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r Dooe-rThey'll gather on the grounds
of the Catholic Church in Fancy
Farm Saturday like they've done
for generations.
And an article in last Sunday's
Courier Journal asked a very important question. Do voters in western Kentucky really care about
politics and does the annual Fancy
Farm picnic matter in the state's
new political world?
The political climate in Kentucky
has caught up with the nation,
turning a once important event in
a tiny western Kentucky hamlet
into a television and media show.
Gone are the days of organizational politics, when county
"wheels" built political organizations that could deliver votes. A
few years ago, a candidate for
governor or the U.S. Senate would
have to shake hands and greet
people across the state in small
living rooms and bad hotels.
Campaigning was done with a
mix of advertising, precinct workers and old-fashioned hard work.
Now, those candidates meet with
a very few well-heeled who can
contribute and someone like Charlie Owen can run for the U.S.
Senate, spend $7 million of his
own money, finish a disappointing third and talk about running
again in 2002.
Politicians unable to raise money
are impotent, no matter the value
of their ideas and the courage of
their convictions. If you can't get
your message out in the new political climate, the message doesn't
matter.
The side effect of this new politics is more distance between the
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DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
candidate and the voter. Candidates become, not flesh and blood
individuals who run campaigns on
passion, ideas and vision, but products like any other advertised on
television.
The voters have little stake in
the candidates they vote for. With
politicians sold like soap, voters
view them like a bar of soap something that eventually is washed
away.
The winning candidates become
government officials and those voters become citizens who wonder
why they don't trust their leadership. The losers cry fraud.
While it may lack the importance it did during the days of
Bert Combs, Happy Chandler and
Ned Breathitt, the Fancy Farm picnic remains an event full of fun
and a reminder of the days of
politics before campaign consultants, focus groups and instant tracking polls.
The question becomes: are we
doomed to an electoral process
where candidates campaign with
sound bites and fund-raising events,
with quick quips and fast faxes?
Or can we return to the days of
past, when politicians cared and
so did the voter?
And as much as the politicians

are at fault, so are the voters. Disinterest, apathy and just plain ignorance pervade too many in the
society. Voter turnout continues to
drop, and general interest in legitimate public affairs like Social
Security, Medicare, public health
and education is poor.
We in the media are willing
partners in this decline of democracy. We focus on flash instead
of substance, process instead of
policy and titillation instead of the
titanic issues that face the nation
and the state as we prepare for
the 21st century.
One thing promising about this
year's U.S. Senate race is that
there are legitimate differences, with
voting records to prove them,
between Scotty Baesler and Jim
Bunning.
And Saturday at St. Jerome
Catholic Church, neither gets to hide
behind a focus group or a campaign management tea,m.
They have to get up on the
stump, just like generations before
them, and speak (or something
they believe in.
And that's why Fancy Farm
picnic still matters.
It is the one day of the year
when things are the way they really should be.

Reaping a bad harvest

•

Northern Ireland - "I propose
to speak of murder," said the young
pastor at a Protestant church. Many
must have immediately thought of
the firebombing earlier this month
in which three Catholics boys were
killed.
As an American. I also thought
about the senseless murder of two
Capitol police officers in my native
Washington. D.C., by a man who
believed his government was spying on him and who is said to be
mentally ill.
In Northern Ireland, hatred born
not of genuine religious faith, but
of religion used fraudulently as a
political weapon. produces equally senseless acts. Here the problem is spiritual illness.
As a child growing up in the
Washington area, I recall walking
freely on the Capitol grounds and
having easy access to the buildings. Then, a metal detector was
a device you took to the beach
to search for lost change.
In Northern Ireland, no one
recalls a time when people who
claimed to be Catholic and others
who claimed to be Protestants were
not warring with one another. Today,
the number is exceedingly small,
but it has been enough to keep
the fires of hatred kindled.
Those who would divide to conquer, and prefer hate to reconciliation, have just enough fuel to
keep the fires going.
That something genuinely good
might emerge from the deaths of
the three boys is considered a possibility by people who have learned
not to trust in peace "settlements"
or pronouncements from government.
Several chaplains for the Protestant Orange Order have resigned
in disgust over the bombings. This
is the fraternal group that preach-
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CAL THOMAS
&indicated Columnist
es "faith and unity," but it is their
brand of faith and their unity. Most
have refused any face-to-face talks
with any Catholic political leader.
now comes potentially good
news. Robert Saulters, who leads
the Orange Order, says he wants
to speak to leaders of the nationalist movement. Part of this may
be pragmatic, given the terrible public image the Order assumed after
the bombing.
But that and the subsequent
violence between British troops
and Orange Order members marching through the Catholic village
of Drumcree in commemoration
finally reached the souls of the hardest of the hard-liners.
A meeting is scheduled for this
Saturday at which Saulters is
expected to tell his members they
should vote to overturn last year's
decision barring locals lodges from
entering talks with irish nationalists.
The Orange lodge in Portadown, the order's largest, is said
to be opposed to the policy change,
mostly because they believe the
local groups are merely fronts for
the terrorist organization Sinn Fein.
The Church of Ireland is also
reconsidering its role in 'making
available its Drumcree church and
grounds during the annual "marching season."
Archdeacon Alan Harper, chairman of the church's anti-sectari-

anism committee, says he hopes
the church will approve a change
in roles when its synod meets next
May.
Harper adds: "I think there may
also be a proposal which I would
expect to be passed requesting that
the rector and select vestry of
Drumcree withdraw its invitation
to the Orange Order to attend its
church service on the Sunday before
July 12."
A drive down Garvaghy Road
toward Drumcree illustrates the
divisions, on the side of the road
where Protestants live, Britain's
Union Jack flies on every telephone pole.
On the other side, where
Catholics reside. the Irish flag is
on an equal number of poles.
British troops patrol the area to keep
the sides apart. What can bring them
together?
the isolation of extremists
improves the chances that more
people might seriously consider
the words of the Ponadown pastor who urged his congregation to
"love your neighbor" and reminded them that "a critical spirit is
at the heart of murder".
A spiritual illness leads to murder in Northern Ireland. A mental
illness leads to murder in Washington. Having sown the wind of
indifference about the meaningful
things of life, we are reaping its
meaningless harvest.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
Kentuckians improved their government when
they voted to loosen the state Constitution so governors could serve two consecutive terms.
They'll have a chance this fall to do it again
— this time by loosening the outdated provision
that limits the legislature's regular meetings to 60
days once every two years.
We're disappointed, though not surprised, to
,
the state Farm
see two big interest groups
Bureau and the AFL-CIO's political committee —

lining up in active opposition to this needed
change.
Legislatures in all but seven states now meet
annually — not because their citizens want big
government, as the farm bureau is trying to suggest, but because they want effective government.
The truth is that Kentucky's legislators already
must be willing and able to serve more than 60
days every 'two years. To meet the demands of
modern government, the legislature now relies on
a system of interim committee work.
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Taking the Fifth
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
President Clinton looks into a video
camera and testifies for a grand
jury about his dealings with Monica Lewinsky, he will be in a situation most potential federal criminal defendants never face.
Targets of federal grand jury
investigations usually refuse to testify at all, relying on their Fifth
Amendment right not to incriminate themselves.
"Any criminal lawyer would
advise a client in the president's
position not to give testimony,"
said John Barrett, a former IranContra special prosecutor and now
a law professor at St. John's University.
But Clinton would have faced
massive political heat if he had
pleaded the Fifth.
Now that the president has
agreed to answer Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr's questions
Aug. 17, "he should tell the truth
and for his sake hopefully it will
be consistent with what he said
the first time," said lawyer Barbara Nicastro, a former federal prosecutor.
After Clinton completes his testimony, George Washington University law professor Stephen
Saltzburg suggests another departure from normal practice: "He
ought to reveal his answers to the
public: take the wind out of the
sails of the independent counsel."
As the first sitting president to
testify for a grand jury investigating his own conduct, Clinton will
have advantages not allowed to
other grand jury witnesses.
He will testify at the White
House, on his own turf, instead
of having to go to the courthouse.
The decision to videotape his testimony means the grand jurors will
not be there to ask questions in
addition to those posed by prosecutors.
Clinton will get to have a lawyer
with him. Normally, witnesses must
go before a grand jury alone and
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LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer
must get permission to leave the
room any time they want to consult their lawyer. Starr withdrew
the grand jury's subpoena once
the president agreed to testify voluntarily.
In exchange for those concessions by the independent counsel,
the president will face detailed questions based on all the evidence
Starr accumulated during his investigation into whether Clinton lied
under oath and urged Ms. Lewinsky to lie about whether they had
sex.
Clinton will not know exactly
what that evidence is, even though
his lawyers have debriefed some
other witnesses after they testified.
"They (prosecutors) will confront him ... on the basis of all
that they've learned, and that's
huge," said Chicago lawyer Howard
Pearl, once a federal prosecutor.
"I always tell clients to take
the Fifth or be certain you're not
going to bluff them," said University of Southern California law
professor Charles Whitebread.
"They've got lots of evidence about
you by the time they call you to
the grand jury."
If Clinton sticks to his January
sworn statement in the now-dismissed Paula Jones sex-harassment
lawsuit and denies having a sexual relationship with Ms. Lewinsky, he could face the danger of
a new accusation of lying under
oath.
If Clinton says he did have sex
with Ms. Lewinsky, he would in
effect be admitting he lied in January.

Why did Starr have the grand
jury subpoena Clinton to testify
at all? Justice Department policy
strongly discourages efforts to force
a target of an investigation to testify, partly because those people
can simply refuse to answer questions.
When prosecutors call targets
to testify, it often is an effort to
lay a perjury trap because the rest
of the case may be weak, said
lawyer Nancy Luque, a former
federal prosecutor.
But Starr might be trying to cover
more bases because, unlike other
prosecutors, he will report his findings to Congress for possible
impeachment
proceedings,
Saltzburg suggested.
Most people do not expect Starr
to seek criminal charges against
Clinton because it would open a
major constitutional question over
whether a sitting president can be
charged with a crime.
Pearl believes the biggest potential, danger facing Clinton is in
the court of public opinion, if he
is believed to have lied when —
not under oath — he faced a television camera in January and said
he did not have sex with "that
woman, Miss Lewinsky."
Clinton may be hoping he fare
as well as Sen. Chuck Robb, DVa., who testified in person before
a federal grand jury investigating
him. The grand jury refused to indict
Robb in a political eavesdropping
scheme in 1993.
Robb's lawyer at the time?
Charles F.C. Ruff, now White House
counsel.
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Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary
(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject
any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071. They may
also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.
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'Buffalo Bob'Smith dies at 80

DEATHS
O.B. Farley
O.B. Farley, 83. South Ninth Street, Murray, died Thursday.
July 30, 1998, at 9:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Kate Elizabeth Spaulding
Mrs. Kate Elizabeth Spaulding, 83. West View Nursing - Home,
Murray, died Thursday. July 30, 1998. at 2:30 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Bethel Fellowship Church.
Preceding her in death were one son, William Malcolm (Tiny)
Owens; one sister. Edith Frances Rozell; and one brother. Joe
Walker. Born Aug. 19, 1914, in Calhoun, she was the daughter
of the late William Horsely Waller and Leiura Miller Waller.
Survivors include one son, John Edwin Parker and wife, Elaine
M.. Murray; eight grandchildren, Dawn E. Mitchell and husband.
Brian, Almo, Scott Owen and wife, Kristina, David Owens, and
Russell McClellan and wife, Helen, all of Murray, Mike McClellan and wife, Lynn. California. and Bill Owens and wife, Dina,
Becky Nagelmaker and husband. Lenny, and Wayne Owens and
wife, Emma,. all of Louisville; 20 great-grandchildren; one sisterin-law, Mrs. Beatrice Walker, Florida.
Memorial services will be today at 3 p.m. at Bethel Fellowship Church. The Rev. Shelby Underhill will officiate.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Walter T. Johnson
Walter T. Johnson, 67, Palestine Road, Hardin, died Thursday,
July 30, 1998, at 6:25 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired as a machinist with the Illinois Central Railroad. He was of Pentecostal faith and a member of Alford Lodge
No. 925 of Free and Accepted Masons in Aurora.
His wife, Mrs. Mildred Johnson, and one sister preceded him
in death. He was the son of the late Luther Edward Johnson and
Zola Smith Johnson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy Young, and one
son, Larry Johnson, both of Hardin: two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy
Henderson, Benton. and Mrs. Betty Kroger, Dorsey, Ill.; two brothers, Gene Tom Johnson, Hardin, and Lonnie Johnson, Lakeland,
Fla.; three grandchildren, Jo Ann Bullock, Tammy Johnson and
Timmy Johnson, and two great-grandchildren, Aubreyonna Bullock
and Braxton Bullock, all of Hardin.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Willard Walls will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Saturday.
Masonic services will be at 7 p.m. Saturday at the funeral home.

HENDERSON VILLE,
N.C.
(AP)- "Buffalo Bob" Smith, the
cowboy-suited host of "The Howdy
Doody Show" who delighted the
baby boom generation in the early
years of television, died Thursday
of cancer. He was 80.
Robert E. Smith. who lived in
the western North Carolina town
of Flat Rock, died at a hospital
in nearby Hendersonville, said family publicist Kelly Stitch from New
York. She said the family would
not release any other details.
Fans knew the opening routine
of the show by heart. Smith would
shout out, "What time is it'?" and
the Peanut Gallery - the kiddie
studio audience - would respond
with glee: "It's Howdy Doody
time!"
Even though the TV show went
off the air in 1960 after 13 seasons and more than 2,500 shows,
Buffalo Bob and the freckle-faced
marionette Howdy Doody were
more than celebrities to millions
of baby boomers across the country.
They became like members of
the family to their young fans and the young at heart. Columnist Bob Greene wrote in 1987
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G.B. Jones, 83, Shoemaker Road, Murray, died Wednesday. July 29,
1998, at 10:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired after 43 years with the Murray Postal Service. A
Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member and former deacon
of First Baptist Church. He was a member of the Baraca Sunday
School Class of First Baptist Church and Murray Lions Club, and a
50-year member of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Mr. Jones was married March 8, 1936, to the former Pauline Ward
who died Oct. 26, 1987. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Clara Jones, and five brothers. Clayborne, Frank, D.P., Lee and
Will Jones. Born July I. 1915, in Clinton, he was the son of the late
William Henry Jones and Margaret Tucker Jones.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Margaret Jones and Mrs. Mary
Ann Hargrove and husband, Charlie, and one son. Dan Jones and
wife, Sharon, all of Murray; one brother, Henry Jones, Detroit. Mich.;
eight grandchildren, Greg Jones, Chris Jones, Landon Barrow, Seth
Barrow, Grant Barrow, Michael McReynolds, Tim McReynolds and
Tonya McReynolds; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Terry Ellis and G.T. Moody officiated.
Active pallbearers were Jerry Ford, Charles Lamb, Jack Jones,
Kenny Tucker, Roy Folsom and Larry Hurt. Honorary pallbearers were
members of the Baraca Sunday School Class and retired postal workers. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Editor's Note: This obituary is being reprinted because of a
Ledger error.

Man pleads guilty in case
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LIMA, Ohio (AP) - A man
pleaded guilty to smothering his
infant daughter to stop her from
crying while he watched Garth
Brooks on television.
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Jasper Phipps, 22. entered the
plea Thursday to a charge of involuntary manslaughter in the death
of his 8-month-old daughter, Jasmine. Prosecutors dropped a charge
of child endangering as part of a
plea arrangement.
The infant died March 4 as
Phipps was baby-sitting for his
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daughter at the home of the girl's
mother. Police said Phipps wanted to quiet the child, so he held
his hand over her mouth while
holding her tightly against his
body.
Phipps faces a maximum of 10
years in prison. Sentencing was
set for Sept. 21.
"We're pleased with the outcome, but there is never a happy
ending in any case involving the
death of an innocent child," said
Assistant Prosecutor Jana Emerick
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Recovering from a 1954 heart
attack that sidelined him for months.
he actually did some appearances
from a specially built studio in
the basement of his home.
After his return to the NBC
studio in 1955, he told The Associated Press he drove himself out
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WASHINGTON (AP)- Hundreds of police officers from across
the nation gathered this morning
to pay a final tribute to a colleague killed during an attack on
the U.S. Capitol a week ago.
Dozens of buses ferried visiting police to suburban Fort Washington, Md., for the funeral of
Capitol Police officer Jacob J.
Chestnut and a procession to Arlington National Cemetery in Virginia.
The second officer killed in the
shootout, detective John Gibson,
was given a hero's burial Thursday in Arlington.
More than an hour before the
start of Chestnut's funeral, color
guards formed in drizzling rain in
front of the church and 26 bagpipers from the Chicago Police
Department prepared for the procession.
"This is our tradition," said the
band's leader, John McDonald. "In
this job you have to stick together both in life and in death."
The man charged in the Capitol shootings, Russell E. Weston
Jr., remained hospitalized with gunshot wounds, too ill to appear in
court.
He has entered no plea to a
charge of killing federal officers,
a charge that could bring the death
penalty. His lawyer asked Thursday for a three-week delay in the
initial court date but the judge did
not rule immediately.
Attorney A. J. Kramer has met
with Weston at least twice this
week but has refused to answer
questions about his client's mental condition. Weston's family has
said he is a diagnosed paranoid
schizophrenic who often ranted
against the federal government and
believed agents had planted land
mines around his Montana cabin.
Weston is accused of walking
through a Capitol metal detector.
shooting Chestnut in the head,
pressing on into the building filled
with tourists, legislators and staff
members,then shooting Gibson during a gun battle in which he was
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He wasn't.
College students who had grown
up watching Howdy Doody felt
right at home back in the Peanut
Gallery. Over the next six years.
Smith and his famous sidekick made
hundreds of appearances across the
country.
Smith got his start on the radio

Smith joined her vaudeville act,
playing the piano at times and
other times playing master of ceremonies. He was back working
successfully in radio when NBC
was looking for someone in 1947
to be host of a children's television show.
That was the birth of "The
Howdy Doody Show."
Despite his efforts to keep a
low profile in later years, Smith's
trademark "Buffalo Bob" voice
always seemed to give him away.
"I walk into a supermarket and
nobody recognizes me," he said
in the 1994 interview. "Then 1
open my mouth and somebody
always says. 'That's Buffalo Bob!'
In addition to his wife of more
than 57 years, Mildred. Smith is
survived by sons Robin. Ronald,
and Christopher and three grandchildren.

also shot.
knows who shot her, but she would recovering well from gunshot
In what will ddubtless be a crunot identify that person for wounds to her right shoulder and
right eye area. She wore a small
cial piece of evidence, a security
reporters.
camera perched inside the door
A third Capitol police officer, bandage just below the eye.
She thanked Gibson and Chestentered by the gunman captured a
Douglas McMillan. also fired at
nut for saving lives.
chilling look at the start of the
the assailant.
"I only wish that there were
deadly firefight, according to a
During a news conference with
description provided Thursday by
her husband and lawyer at her three surviving victims instead of
a law enforcement source familside, Mrs. Dickerson said she is just me," she said.
iar with the videotape.
The tape begins by showing the
attacker's outstretched left hand,
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GO WEST!
Coach Denver Johnson leads his
Murray State University Racers into
Provo, Utah to face Division I
powerhouse Brigham Young
University on Saturday,
September 26th.
football fans on this
Racer
Join
fun-filled three-day, two-night
caravan to the Wild West!

Trip packae includes:
Roundtrip Air from Nashvilk)
Hotel Accommodations
Utah Ground Transportation
MSU-1311) Game Ticket
Friday PM Hospitality & Meal
Special Trip Souvenir

•33.6 Modems For A Super-Fast
Internet Connection
RACER

•Local Access Number
•Free Personal Web Page Storage
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In the 1960s. Smith retreated
from his spot in front of the TV
camera and went back into radio
- this time as an owner. He
bought three radio stations and
dabbled in real estate.
In 1970, he got a call out of
the blue from a student at the
University of Pennsylvania, who
asked him to bring Howdy Doody
to the school and do a show.
"I thought he was putting me
on," Smith said.

and his nickname in his hometown, Buffalo, N.Y.
"I did just about everything you
could do on the radio when I %as
15," he said. Two years later.
singer Kate Smith came to Buffalo.
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of "a feeling of pride. You're
happy that people want you to entertain them." He said the heart attack
taught him to "remember your limits."
Smith was never bitter after the
show went off the air, saying: "We
had a good run. Besides, how
many TV shows ever lasted 13
seatnns?"

One officer buried at Arlington, second to follow
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Among the show's other muchloved characters in the town Doodyville, U.S.A.: Clarabell the
Clown, Princess Summerfall Winterspring. Phineas T. Bluster, Dilly
Daily, Chief Thundenhud, Trapper
John and Flubadub. One of the
performers who played Clarabell
was Bob Keeshan, later to become
TV's Captain Kangaroo.
"No one knows how hard we
worked all those years," Smith
told People magazine in 1987. "Live
TV is the most difficult thing to
do in the world. You're on the
spot all the time."
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that the show "may have been the
most important cultural landmark
for my generation."
"I always liked kids," Smith,
the father of three sons, said in
an interview in 1994. "You can't
kid a kid. They know right away
if you like them or not."
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CHECK OUT:
6:15 AM AEROBICS
NEW LIFE FITNESS AND PRECOR TRANSPORTS
TEAM TRAINING (ACCOUNTABILITY GROUPS)
CORPORATE SOFTBALL (CO-ED)
WATER EXERCISE AND LAP SWIM
7511 YMCA OR 753 42115

STRONG KIDS, FAMILIES, COMMUNITIES

•All the Software Needed To Get Started

Your Premium Local
Internet Service Provider
Call Us At 800-651-1599 Or Visit Our Site At www.midwest.net
Racer insider Publications
214 Nonh 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-7940

Kellers Computer Place
13600 Hwy. 121 South
New Concord, KY 42076
502-436-5933

Call 762-6800
SPACE UPATED 1076 FANS!!
CALL TODAY TO SECURE YOUR SEAT)
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Parenting classes now
being held at LifeHouse

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Kennady Shae Parker, eight months, was crowned queen in
her age division at the 1998 Hawaiian Luau Extravaganza
Pageant held at Paducah. She also won Most Photogenic
and Most Beautiful and received three trophies, two crowns
and a banner. She is the daughter of Darren and Elaine
Parker.
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111PRecently, LifeHouse began offering a new service - parenting classes.
Fifteen clients participated in
the first session that met Monday
nights for six weeks. Parents learned
a wide range of parenting skills
from bathing a newborn to dealing with anger.
Another class is scheduled to
begin in September.
As a pregnancy care center,
LifeHouse provides support services to those who are expecting
or already have babies and young
children. The parenting classes are
just a part of many services LifeHouse offers free of charge.
There is an interesting story
about how the classes finally began
after years of seeing this need,
SARAH HUSSUNG
according to LifeHouse public relaand parents. In addition, she is
tions director, Katy Walls.
able to draw from her experience
Several months ago, the Lifeas a mother of four and grandmore
a
seeing
House staff began
of 13.
urgent need for parenting classes mother
is not new to the minSarah
and started praying for a volunShe was on
LifeHouse.
at
istry
them.
teer capable of teaching
the minwhen
board
LifeHouse
the
About this same time, Sarah HusShe and
1983.
in
began
first
istry
sung, who had retired from her
helped
have
Karl.
husband.
her
at
years
25
teaching position of
the Murray Preschool Co-op, was the ministry in a variety of ways
praying about where the Lord want- since then. The ministry and espeed to use her next. She had felt cially the clients have always been
like the co-op was her ministry on her heart, she says.
"These women have done the
for the community and knew God
had somewhere new for her to brave, right and courageous thing,"
minister. She read in the Life- Sarah said. "We need to encourHouse newsletter about the need age and help them. It's important
for a parenting class teacher and to follow through."
This is why. Sarah said, she
called to offer help.
"We know that the Lord does wanted to begin the parenting classthings in his perfect timing, but es - to help those LifeHouse clients
we are not always allowed to see
who have so bravely chosen life
it this clearly," said Walls. "We for their babies when the world
saw a need in our clients at Life- screamed for them to have an
House, but simply did not have abortion.
the resources to meet that need.
Several volunteers, with Darcie
Then God sent us Sarah."
Carson overseeing, provided baby
With a master's degree in early sitting for the clients. One volunchildhood education and teaching teer in particular, 13-year-old
experience. Sarah has just the right Amanda Causey, planned activiqualifications for this position. She ties and provided snacks and gifts
has taught both young children for the children.
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MONEY-IN-MINUTES"
Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check
Call Or Cone In Today!

thay, Kathy Wilson. Bing Thomas,
By Wendy Brooks
Carla Gray and Patricia Maxwell.
Special to the Ledger
The teen assistant was Meghan
The Calloway County 4-H Baby- South.
sitting Clinic was held Thursday.
The clinic was exciting and a
July 23, at the Weaks Communi- great opportunity for beginners or
ty Center. Attending were 27 youth. experienced baby-sitters to learn
The clinic was available to all important facts about being a good
children, ages 9 to 14. and includ- baby-sitter. Pizza and refreshments
ed topics such as: stages of child were provided. Certificates were
development; positive discipline; awarded to participants after the
health, safety and emergency pro- completion of the clinic.
cedures; entertaining the child; fun
For anyone needing one of 4and nutritious snacks; and easy H's certified sitters or for further
artwork for sitting.
information on future clinics, call
The children participated in Ginny Harper, Calloway County
demonstrations of bathing, feed- 4-H Agent, at 753-1452.
ing and diapering, and practiced
The 4-H Council receives fundthe skills they had learned by ing from the Murray-Calloway
interacting with children, ages 1
County United Way and the 4-H
to 7. in a "hands-on" session.
program is a part of the UniverSpeakers for the clinic includ- sity of Kentucky College of Agried Wendy Brooks, Dr. Joan Niff- culture and the Cooperative Extenenegger, Ash Duncan, Jean Mas- sion Service.

The
MoneyPlace
513-A S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

4-H Baby-sitting Clinic
held at Weaks Center
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We have Scrapbook Supplies

& Photograph Restorations

of

has made her
and
domestic
household selections through our
bridal registry.
Opal and
Jacob will be
married August 8,
1998.
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We are pleased
to announce that

7-Mr.
CI)

The 50th anniversary reception for Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hall
will be Saturday, Aug. 1, in the Community Room of the North
Branch of Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of
2 to 4 p.m. instead of the hours listed in the announcement published on Monday.

Band boosters to meet Monday

The Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Monday, Aug.
3, at 6 p.m. in the high school band room. All high school and
middle school band parents and all other interested persons are
urged to attend. For information call 436-2248.

Registration is scheduled
Murray Preschool/Head Start will hold registration for three and
four-year-old children who will attend preschool classes this fall.
The Early Head Start program which serves pregnant women, infants
and children to age three will also hold registration. This will be
Friday. Aug. 7, from 9 a.m. to noon and 2 to 5 p.m. on the first
floor of the Murray State University Special Education Building,
North 16th Street, Murray.

UU Fellowship on Sunday

The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Murray will meet Sunday, Aug. 2, at 3 p.m. in the Murray State University Faculty Club
building. Margaret Whalen will be the speaker. Interested guests
are welcome to attend.

Parents Anonymous will meet
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet Monday,
qiug. 3, at 6 p.m. For more information call 753-0082.
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Book presentation on Monday

The biography of Thomas Edison, inventor, will be presented at
the Brown Bag Lunch and Literature Group meeting on Monday.
Aug. 3, at 12:10 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. A
study of the World's 100 Greatest People is now being heard by
audio each Monday with Linda Kelly as discussion leader. No
preparation is required and the public is invited.

Woman's Club Board will meet

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday. Aug. 3, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Linda Scott, president, and Lois Pharris, first vice president, urge all board members to attend to plan for the 1998-99 club year.

Democrats to meet Monday

Calloway County Democrats will meet Monday. Aug. 3, at 7
p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Centre. All Democrats and interested persons are urged to attend.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, Aug.
2, at 2 p.m. in the Annex of the Calloway County Public Library.
This is for all interested music friends and listeners. For information call Velvaleen at 753-6979 or Jack at 753-2698.

Special play at Playhouse

The play, "I'm Not Rappaport," will open tonight (Friday) at 8
p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park. The second performance will
be Saturday, Aug. I, at 8 p.m. For information cal 759-1752.

Murray lodge will meet

Murray Lodge 105 Free and Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet Monday. Aug. 3, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Highway 121 North and Robertson Road, North, Murray.

Prayer in the Park, a nondenominational program in its third
year, will be Tuesday, Sept. I. at 6 p.m. at the Community Theatre Platform in the Murray-Calloway County Park. This program
helps the community to come together to recognize a concern for
the safety of the children as they start the new school year. This
year the speakers for the program will be students from Heath
High School. A program of music will start at 6 p.m. followed by
the speakers from 7 to 8 p.m.

co
co

Hall reception hours listed

Prayer in the Park Sept. 1

Carson Dellosa •• Frank Shaffer •• Cliffs Notes•

Bridal Registry

Tomorrow, Saturday, Aug. 1, will be the 17th Make A Difference Day at the parking lot of Murray State University Stewart Stadium. The hours will be from 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Collected will be newspapers, paper, plastic, and used motor
oil for recycling for the Calloway County Family Resource Center, Murray Youth Services Center, Calloway County Middle
School Youth Services Center and Calloway County High School
Youth Services Center.
WATCH Center will be collecting aluminum cans; Murray
Lions Club will be collecting old eye glasses; Murray Kiwanis
Club will be collecting school supplies for Need Line to distribute to school children; and a special collection for Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Murray and Calloway County will be received.
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Murray state university
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Are you interested in enrolling in fall

classes at MSU?
It's not too late!
Contact 1-800-272-4MSU ext. 1
For more information
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Patterson named scholar
Dr. Randy Patterson has been
named a Barton Scholar for the
second year.
As a Barton Scholar, he is attending a workshop for teachers and
coaches of debate at the University of Iowa this summer.
Dr. Patterson is chairman of the
English department and coach for
the speech and debate team at St.
Andrew's Episcopal School, Jackson, Miss.
He joined the St. Andrew's faculty three years ago and started
the speech and debate program.
A 1962 graduate of Calloway
County High school, he is the son
of Randall and Hilda Patterson of
Hazel.

Diftew-
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Daisy Watkins, right, accepts the Hazel Woman s Club 1998
Janie Story Memorial Scholarship from Clarkie Butterworth,
scholarship chairman. She had a GPA 4 0 at Calloway County High School and plans to attend Murray State Univers!
ty majoring in business administration She is the daughter of Cathy and Wayne Watkins of Hazel
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DR. RANDY PATTERSON

BRPO meeting planned

A general meeting of all Kentucky and Tennessee chapters of
Between the Rivers Preservation
Organization will be Monday, Aug.
3, at 7 p.m. at the Lyon County
Courthouse, Eddyville.
Plans for the upcoming, area
wide "Family & Friends Festival"
will be discussed.
According to Shara Parish, committee chairwoman, an open invitation to participate in this event
day. To take advantage of this free is extended to local storytellers,
service, call the center at 753- authors, speakers, musicians, and
0929 by. 9:30 a.m. for a ride. historians familiar with the Between
Norm Hale, one of our senior volunteers, will take you any wh.Fre
in the city, limits that you need
to go at 10 a.m.

the Rivers region.
"This is an opportunity for those
unacquainted with this area and
its history to learn from former
residents." says Parish who can
be contacted at 1-502-928-44 I 0.
Computer scanning old photographs or documents will be available during this meeting. This harmless process will allow copies of
historical material to be displayed
at the festival with no clinger to
the original copy.
For information call 753-4934
or 489-2975.

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Wednesday, July 29, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Butler baby boy, parents, Deanna and James, Farmington;
Hunter baby boy, mother,
Melanie Brown, Murray.
Dismissals
Gene Orr Miller, Hazel; Mrs
Angelia Carol West and baby girl.
Wingo; Mrs. Christy Gail Berkley,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Kelly Michelle Jennings
and baby boy, Mrs. Sharon Ruth
Dix, and Michael George Schaff.
all of Almo;
Mrs. Janet Lynn Doran and baby
boy, Sedalia; Mrs. Elizabeth Faye
Willie, Kirksey;
Mrs. Dorothy Neil Blakely, Mrs
Louise Brown Walker, Mrs. Eloise

Murphy Sykes, Mrs. Joy K. Doron
and baby boy,
Mrs. Thelma Stockton, Charles
James Najdek, Miss Angela Kelly
Rowlett, and David Ray Hounshell, all of Murray.
Expirations
Graham B. Jones and Mrs. Edith
R. Morganelli, Murray.

By Terri Cobb
Activities Director
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens has activities planned for
the coming week of Aug. 3 to 7.
We are now cooking all of our
meals at the Weaks Community
Center instead of the food being
Wednesday at 8 a.m. Armchair
brought over from Mayfield. We Exercise Class will Meet. On the
invite you to come and join us lunch menu will be tuna noodle
for lunch which is served at II casserole, carrots, bread and browna.m., Monday through Friday.
ies. Join us at 12:30 p.m. for
The suggested donation for the Pinochle.
meal is $2. Milk, coffee and tea
Thursday at 9 a.m. our Domiare the daily choices of bever- noes Club will meet. On the lunch
ages.
menu will be Swiss steak, mashed
We will start the week out on potatoes, green beans, bread and
Monday with Armchair Aerobics bananas. At noon journey with us
at 8 a.m. and will lift weights at to Russia as we learn a little about
10:30 a.m. On the menu will be their culture and taste some Russ-.
fish sandwiches, stewed tomatoes, ian cuisine. This Russian program
macaroni and cheese, and oranges. will be presented by Steve and
Bridge play has been changed Terri Cobb who spent four months
to start at noon, and Bingo will in Russia.
begin at 1 p.m.
Friday at 8 a.m. Armchair ExerTuesday at 10 a.m. a local minister will lead us in a devotion. cise Class will meet. Join us for
Spaghetti with meat sauce, tossed a lunch of BBQ chicken,lima beans,
salad, garlic bread and lemon pud- stewed tomatoes, bread and applesauce. At noon our Bridge Club
ding will be served for lunch.
Our transportation day has been will start playing. This is always
changed from Thursday to Wednes- open to new players.,

199.

Debra Ann Green and
Randall Wade Humphrey

Green and Humphrey
wedding vows are said

HOSPITAL REPORTS

Debra Ann Green and Randall Wade Humphrey were married
Friday, July 17, 1998. at 4 p.m. at Gatlinburg, Tenn. Wilson Lonas
officiated at the ceremony.
Penny Sholar was the honor attendant for the bride.
Luke Lamb was the best man for the groom.
The bride is the daughter of Ms. Gela Green of 8587 St. Ri.
121 North, Farmington.
[he groom is the son of Paul and Luella Humphrey of 4984
St. Rt. 121 South, Murray.
The new Mr. and, Mrs. Humphrey are now residing at 350
Cal‘ in Wilson Rd.. Hazel.

A MESSAGE FROM THE U

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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Choose Direct Deposit to receive your Federal government payment

Simple. Safe. Secure.
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Menus released for Murray Schools
Wednesday - coffee cake; ThursMenus for the various lunchLunch
rooms in the Murray City Schools
Tuesday - hot ham and cheese day - sausage and biscuit; Friday
have been released by Judy Clark, sandwich, corn dog, hamburger; - Honey muffin. Cinnamon toast,
food service director, for the week Wednesday - burritos w/salsa, juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
of Aug. 4 to 7. Calloway Coun- peanut butter sandwich, pizza;
Tuesday - taco salad bar, chef
ty Schools will not open until Thursday - roast beef and Swiss
sub, tuna salad plate, cheeseburg- salad, French bread pizza; WednesAug. 13.
The menus, subject to occa- er; Friday - foot-long hot dog, day - pork roast and gravy, chicksional change, are as follows:.'
chef salad, pizza. Vegetables, fruit, en salad plate; Thursday,chef salad,
MURRAY CITY
juice and milk are available daily. turkey melt in pita pocket; Friday
Murray Elementary
- beef fajita, corn dog. Pizza, hamBreakfast*
Murray High
burgers, cheeseburgers, potatoes,
Tuesday - Poptarts and cinnaBreakfast
• vegetables, fruit, juice and milk
mon toast; Wednesday Honey Bun;
Tuesday - blueberry muffin; are available daily.
Thursday - pancake sausage on a
stick; Friday - Elfin loaf. Cereal,
toast, fruit juice and milk are available daily.
Greer
Shirley Zeitlin
Lunch
Houston
& Company
1
Tuesday - pizza, tuna salad
viz/crackers; Wednesday -• chicken
Realtors*
nuggets, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich; Thursday - grilled cheese
Serving the Nashville Area
sandwich, chef salad w/crackers;
Friday - sack lunch - hot dog, peanut
Res 615-353-0505
4301 Hillsboro Road
butter and jelly sandwich. VegetaMobile 615-406-5937
Nashville, TN 37215
available
bles, fruit, and milk are
Greer Houstoutikompuserve.eosa
Rus 615-383-0183
daily.
www.citysearcli.coni/nas/greerivoustow
FAX 615-353-6583
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Tuesday - pancake sausage on
a stick; Wednesday - Danish; Thursday - waffle stix; Friday - Honey
bun. Cereal, cinnamon toast, juice
Bridal Registry
Bridal Registry •
and milk are available daily.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

"Decorate Your
Hat Contest"

84 Utterback Road

,
*
\

We are pleased
to announce that

Carmen
Holloway. brideelect of Brent
Robertson, has-

.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands
•Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush

Locally Owned
& Operated
507 S. 1Zth
(nen to Log Cabet Five Points
restaurant)
759-1529

759-2265

Professional Lubrication for
your car, truck, motor home

••••••••••••••••66.•
.
11 1181/6
"
.
4 11.4116.
-...

0

made her domestic
household
and
selections through
our bridal registry.
Carmen and eo
Brent will be mar- (4P
ried August 7,
/998.

••
•
S.

•

Ask the Doctor
Dear Dr. Torabi,
I would like to have somefacial wrinkles removed, but I do
not want to "go under the knife (have surgery). What other
options are available for removing wrinkles?
I.E., Murray

▪

bridal registry
Shannon and
Broc will be married A14,0111 8,
/998.

wAL•rmART.

SUPERCENT131

SLIPENCENTB?

Hwy 441 North
Murray
r

Hwy $41 North
Murray 0
.
/,
44.1.%

KY 42071 (502) 759-8700

Removing Wrinkles

We are pleased
to announce that
Shannon Young,.
of
bride-elect
Broc Walker, has
made her domestic and household
selections
our
through

wAL*KAART.

Murray.

Winners: L. to R.,
Hunter
Bazzell,
Willie Hill, Ruth
Heath
Dottie Ellis.

•

Dear J.E.,
There are several methods one can use to smooth, minimize,
and/or remove wrinkles. Since you have ruled out surgery, the
facelift is not an option. This leaves peels and laser resurfacing
as methods you might want to consider for removing your
wrinkles.
A peel is simply the application of an exfoliating agent to the
skin that causes the outer layers of the skin to sluff or peel away
more rapidly. The new skin growth will be smoother and
fresher in appearance. Peels using Kojic acid, alpha hydroxy
acid,or glycolic acid are very effective in removing superficial
skin features such as hyperpigmentation (discoloration), or
shallow wrinkles and acne scars. Please understand that this is
not a one-time, overnight process. Depending upon your
situation, 1 recommend 2-6 weeks of daily or nightly
applications of the peel. Your skin will gain a smoother and
more youthful appearance in about 14 days,but to achieve your
desired results, you may need to continue your peels for up to6
weeks.
Laser skin resurfacing is another option for removing
wrinkles and other undesirable skin features such as scars,
discolorations/spots, and moles. Currently, the erbium laser is,
by far, the best skin resurfacing tool available. The erbium laser
is much more precise and controllable than CO2 lasers,and was
designed specifically for skin resurfacing. This is an outpatient
procedure performed in the doctor's office, using a local
anesthetic. Recovery time is 6-10 days,and some patients who
have this procedure done on Monday, can go out on the
following Saturday night.

Majid Torabi, M.D.
Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Head & Neck Surgery & Ear. Nose
Throat Specialist
Dr.Majid Torabi completed his
residencies at UCLA and at the
University of Nebraska Medical Center. Ile is certified as a
Diplomate of the American
Board of Otolaryngology. Dr
Torabi foomdet the Advanced
Laser Cosmetic Surgery Center
of Morgan Haugh.
If you have a question yOU
would like Dr. Torabi to anyou may write or call:

Dr. Majid Torabi
208 South 8th St.
Murray, KY
759-4327
liner-kw %rm.+

8
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory
This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. ickoo •.m
Sabbath School
Sat. 900 arra.
Worship

ASSEMBLIES

or HOD

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heins, Pastor

can Qu t

4c

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
II a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
5 p.m_
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 Arm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
6:00 p.m.
Evening Services

Your
•.

Professional Quilting Service For
Over 12 Years toast to Coast

753-3444

a
lr
11[411111t

95 Chestnut • tilsirray

CARROLL TIRE 84
HEEL ALIGNMENT, INC.
1305 N. 12th Si
Murray

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday serv.
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
a.m.
1100
Worship Service
600 p.m.
Sunday Night

753-1489

Michelin - Rept, - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

WAL*MART' 809 North
12th Street

supERcENTER
.1 NAYS LOW PRICES

CATHOLIC

10 a.m.
Sunday School
830 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Warship

FAIN INT231J1I-Ak.NT
AGENCY
Business
Auto
814 South
Life
Home
4th Sk
(502)
Murray,
Health
753-0632

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11:00 a.rn. & 600 p.m
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

AC.orS WA( MARI

Parker Ford
Lincoln.Mercury

ORD
MERCURY
LINC.CY_N
701 Main St. Murray

753-5273

Advertise Your
Business Here And
Support Our
Local Churches.

FAITH IIAPTIST
11:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Servings 10:46 a.m. & 6 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Eve.
HARDIN BAPTIST
8, 9:15 & 10:30 •.m..
Worship
8, 9:16 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
10:55 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Sunday School
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

Your Ad Could Be Here
Support your local church directory.

Call 753-1916
To Advertise Your Business

ciinvstmstrstoullf.0000EVEEP
HWY. 641 N. • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

JCPenney
S. y.

I
V () lilt
I (1 V I.
SALON HOURS:
CHESTNUT HILLS
PA-F 9-8, Sat. 9-6
759-1400
Sun. 1-8
PA-S 10-9; Sun. 12:30-8

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
)
CALLOWAY SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182
UCENSED • BONDED • INSURED

TERMITE AND
SElArki PEST CONTROL
FREE INSPECTIONS Serving You Since 1963
Phone 502 753-8433 • Toll Free 1 800-264-1433
1604 SR 121 ByPass, Mur(ay, KY

rs)
Arbgs

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101

205 N. 12th

HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00
Sunday School
1100
Worship Service
5:30
Evening Service
KIMSEY BAPTIST
11:00
Morning Worship
6:30
Evening Worship

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m
p.m.

-

•

Ferries

BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

753-3540

FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1016 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 •.m.
Worship
9-30 sin.
Bible School
800 p.m.
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main St, Murray
10:30
Sunday
10:30
Sunday School
7:30
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m
Bible Schaal
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
W.30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:16 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Warship
700 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship

10:50 •.m
6:00 p.m.
10:00 •.m.
11:00 a.m.

GREEN PLAIN
10:00 •.m.
Bible Study
10:46 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
7-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9:60 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 a.m.
Morning Service
649 sbm.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10:46 •.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study
6 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
.
am..
0
16
:
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10700 a.m. a. 6:00 p.m.
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 •.m.
Morning
6:00
Evening
700 p.m.
Wednesday

SALEM BAPTIST
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
SCCYTTS GROVE
a.m.
1100
service
Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School & Bible Class 9-00 a in
10:16 am
Worship

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
600 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
let & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
1100 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
COLES CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:60 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
a.m.
10:00
Sunday School
11:00 a.m., 6700 p.m.
Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Worship
9:60 a.m.
Church School
GOOD SHEPHERD LTN1TED
1100 a m.
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
GOSH EN METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 -00 a in
Morning Worship
K1RKSEY UNITED
900 a in
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:46 a.m
Worship Service
10:45 a.m
P.hurch School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a m.
Sunday School
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 •.m.
Morning Worship
MT. CARMEL
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a in.
Sunday School
MT HERRON
10:00 • m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:46 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:46 •.m.
Morning Worship
800 p.m.
Evening
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
WAY/6(EN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Service
Pastor William J. Pratt

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
1100 a.m.
Morning Warship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9:46 • m.
Sunday School
1046 a.m.
Morning Worship
p.m.
600
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
BOTHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a in.
Sunday School
11-00 a.m. & 6:00 pm.
Church
7:00 p m.
Wednesday
CALVARY TEMPLE
1000 a m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd.
Sun Ser.
I0-11 a.m.-7010 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
10:00 a i
Sunday School
Worship
11 am & 7 pm
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Worship & Junior Church 10:30 •.m.
6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
700 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10.30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

ST. JOHNS EPISCOPAL
8 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m. & 6 p.m
Sunday Services

INDEPENDENT
SINKING SPRING
11:00 a.m.
Morning Warship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 sm.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

ST. JOHN
Morning Worship
Sunday School

II a.m
9-30 •.m.

SUGAR CREEK
10:0o a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
trenivia Worship
600 p.m.
Mid wash Services

Worship

li

na:I
he
a
Seri ICt

METHODIST

EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist

Ki
he

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 •.m.
Public Talk
10:30 •.m
Watchtower Study

CHURCH OF JEWS CHRIST
OF WWI RAY SAINTS

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30.5
7

CHRISTIAII

zoovots rirronswo

CHRISTIAN AND
MISSIONARY ALLIANCE

Cunningham
Auto Repair
South 4th St.

ST HENRYS CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
500 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
700 p.m.
Hail, Eve
p.m.
6:00
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
6 p.m.
Saturtkey Maas
8 & 10 a.m.
Sunday Mass

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Preaching
700 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
200 p.m.
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
•.m.
10:50
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
School
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Worship
NEW LIFE GENERAL BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
10 pa
:
"0
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Murray
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship
OAK GROVE
Weds. Prayer Ser.
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Sunday School
OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
Preaching
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
6:00 P.m.
Church
620 S. 16th St.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday Priesthood
9-00
9 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
Sacrament Meeting
10:50 a.m.

-The oldest independent repair s op in Murray

619

WEST FORK
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 • m.
Sunday School
10.30 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday

BIBLE BE LI EVERS
10:30 •.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURC1`
10:30 •.m.
Worship
11 •.m.
Children's Sun. School

Thornton 'file and Marble
is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
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7:53-5719

612 S. 9th St.

Calloway Monument Co.

Murray
1701 West Mom
'We have over 40 yeats experience
In design and crallsrnenshlp•
We are nere to serve you and your loved ones
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753- 1962
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1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky
118 N. 7th St.
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Great Selections...
KEA

and Bible Covers
DMORE •Bibles
•13ible Index Tabs

nuoh-N

AK 1J

m,

•Bible Lesson Planners
•Precious Morhents Bible
FREE Impnntmg With Purchase

Chestnut Hills
Murray

hur
Ion

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
Shell

4th St. 753 1323

S.

MS
a 9
at So
Murr
plai.e
LO nt I
jBB

Surving Western Kentuck)
and Western Tennessee
Chestnut St

Brid
Sa

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS
& FARM SUPPLIES0
1204 Johnson Blvd., Murray • 759-0061
Pans, TN 901-642-0061

her

McKenzie, IN 901-352-0061

k;(,)

CARROLL
MAZDA-NISSAN
W. How* Ms World's Finost imports

800 Chestnut St.
Let us save you $$$ on
sound equipment & repairs.

ii

World of Sound
• 753-5865

Murray
Business - Digital Satellite System

222 S. 12th St.,

37 Years In

l1W110
k
f
OPEN
10%

7

DAYS A WEER

Discount To All Churches

1409 Main St. •- Murray • 759-1736

Ae2rielNI!

Sales• Service
• Al Makes & Models
• QuAll Fabrics
•Sewing Supplies

95 Chestnut Skim

753-3444
"Your One-Stop Building and Home
Improvement Headquarters."

MYERSL umber rn

s„„ seem 4kMurray

y•

(502)7534450

N

r•-• S

N L.

1401 SOUTH 16th STREE1
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-1304

.I 0

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9 a in
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 am.
Worship service
MOUNT PLEASANT
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
700 p.m
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11 a.m.
Worship
10 a.m.,
Sunday School
OAK GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service 115)0 • m & 7 pm

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
700 p.m.
Thursday Night
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 pm.
7 pm.
Wednesday

Your Ad Could Be Here
Support your local church directory

Call 753-1916
To Advertise Your Busmi ss

641 Super Shell ,A- ->„
-1'
Open Mon • Thurs. 6:30 an. - Close 9:00 p.m.
Fridays open 111 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 7.00 a m - Close 8:00 p.m.
Phone 753-9131
I '

•
.
'p
,

(

I

e
.'panst:

WestView

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
9:45 •.m
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
10 a.m.
Worship service
George Weaks Center Main Santuary
7 p.m.
Bible Study Tuesday
908.11 Rd Air Shopping Center

Ga
of IHen&

Churches list speakers
for services on Sunday

Miller to speak
at West Fork

E CLAUDE GARDNER

Kirksey will
hear Gardner
Kiiksey church of Christ will
hear E. Claude . Gardner speak at
services starting Sunday. Aug. 2.
and continuing through Lucsda)
Aug. 4. at 7:30 p.m.
. Gardner is president emeritus
of Freed-Hardeman University.
Henderson, Tenn., and is now chan
cellor at Georgia Christian School.
He received his master's degree
from Southwest Texas State Uni
versity in 1947 and has done additional graduate work at George
Peabody College.
The public is urged to attend
these services at 1Cirksey, a church
member said.

The Rev Alan Miller, evangelist from Richland Hills Baptist
Chuich, Fort Worth, Texas. will
be me speaker at the revival services at West Fork Baptist Church
Highway 121 North near Stella
Services will be at 7 p.m , starting Sunday, Aug. 2, and eontinu
ing through Friday. Aug 7
Monday will be youth night
with pizza served 'at 6.30 p in
prior to the 7 p.m. service. Tuesday will be Family Nite, Wednes
day will be Sunday &hoot Nite.
Thursday will be Kids Hite with
pizza served at 6:30 p.m.; Friday
will be Church Loyalty Hite with
dessert served at 8 p.m.
Gospel groups will be presenting special music. A nursery will
be provided. For information or
transportation call 759-5987.

Sugar Creek
to hear Hudson

Sugar Creek Baptist Church will
hold revival services beginning
Monday, Aug. 3, and continuing
through Friday. Aug. 7. The Rev.
H.D. Hudson, pastor of Oak Grove
Baptist Church, will be the speaker at services at 7:30 p.m. nightly.
The Rev Hudson is a graduate of Union University. Jackson,
Tenn., and of New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. New
Orleans, La. He has pastored
churches in Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and Kentucky. He
has served on board and committees of the Tennessee Baptist Convention
The guest speaker and his wife,
Jane, have three children, Dyanne.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Joe and James
located off Airport Road. High
The Rev. Bill Miller, pastor of
way 783 North, Murray. will have
revival services starting Sunday. Sugar Creek. invites the public to
Aug. 2. and iontiriuing through attend
Wednesday. Aug. 5.
The Rev. Don Wilson. evangelist
will speak at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m
p.m.. Monday
Sunday and at
through Wednesday. John Nix will
direct the music.
Greater Hope Missionary Bap'The Rev. Terry' Powell. pastor
tist Church, located at 711 River
Rd, off South Fourth Street, Murinvites the public to attend.
ray will celebrate its fifth anniversary on Sunday. Aug. 2.
The Rev Walter Bryant of Hollow Rock. Tenn , will speak at 11
a.m.. and the Rev Andrea Richardson of Mt Zion Missionary Bap
tist Church. Paris, Tenn., will speak
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist at 3 p ni
Church has changed its services
the Rev WE. Cheaney. pas1
Aug.
tor, invues the public to attend.
for Saturday.
Members and friends will ilieet
4
at 9 el in. Saturday at the churh
American Heart
Streets,
Sycamore
and
at South 15h
Association-AP
Murray. to go as a caravan to the
wee am.
place tor the outing in the Land
Between the Lakes. Others may
join the caravan at Eggners Ferry
Bridge
Sabbath School and worship
services will be conducted at the
LBL site. A potluck meal will be
served following the JLI 1 ices
according to Gil Floyd. church
pastor

Spring Creek
plans services

Church celebrates
fifth anniversary

Church to
meet in LBL

Choose
Healthful
Foods
BILLS
DEBT

CASH!

SNAPAti

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
,UNIIJCXY CABSR7FOR MOW RESOURCES

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily •Sr. Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates
memil

Holland Motor Sales

r1513 S. 12th
_

St ukti

753-4461

Mai

$10,000- $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
Homeowners 0r)4

South Pleasant
Grove Methodist
The Rev Jack Dickerson, pastor, will speak about "New Life
in Christ" with scripture from
3:1-17 at the 10:45
Colossians
Baptist
Emmanuel
a.m.
service,
[he Re'. Paul McWherter, pasFirst Christian
tor will speak about "He Is Able"
The
Rev. William C. Horner.
37:1
Ezekiel
with scripture from
minister, will speak about "Find
14 and Hebrews 7:21-27 at the
11 a ni service Vacation Bible That Key" with scripture from
School commencement will be at Romans 3.20-26 at the 10:15 a.m.
service.
6 p111
Memorial Baptist
North Pleasant
The
Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
Grove Presbyterian
Ihe Rev Ten) Vasseur, pastor. will speak at the 10:50 a.m. and
will speak about "How Can We 6 p.m. services.
First Methodist
1(110% We Belong to God" with
The Rev. Larry Daniel, senior
scripture from I John 3:19-22 at
minister, will speak about "The
the 11 a.m. service.
- Part 1" with scripture
Beatitudes
Grace Baptist
Me Res. Jerry M Lee. pastor. from Matthew 5:1-2 at the 8:45
will speak about "Living Dead - and II a.m. services.
Alliance Bible
The Blessings of Brokenness- with
The Rev. Kerry L. Lambert,
scriptures trom Psalms 3418 and
Philippians 1.29 at the 10:45 a.m. pastor, will speak about "Praying
on the Same Page" with scripture
and 6 p.m. set vices
from Matthew 18:19-20 at the 10:30
First Baptist
Dr ferry Ellis. pastor, will speak a.m. service.
Glendale Church of Christ
about "A Place to Stand" with
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
scripture from Hebrews 11:1 3, 8.
12 at the 10.45 am service and speak about "Evangelism. Every
John Mark Whitaker will speak Member Every Day!" with scripabtaut "Memoirs of a Youth Intern" ture from Acts 20:20-21 at the 9
with scriptures from Romans 12:1- a.m. service, and about "Because
2 and II Corinthians 2:14-15 at You've Asked: A Potpourri" with
scripture from I Peter 3:15 at the
the 6 p.m. service.
6 p.m. service.
First Presbyterian
St. Leo Catholic
Mrs. Sharon M. Murray will
Fr, Ray Goetz, pastor, will conspeak about "Children Of The
Flame" with scripture from Luke duct masses at 6 p.m. Saturday
24.50-53 at the 10 a.m. service.
and at 8 and 10 a.m. on Sunday.

have
churches
Various
announced speakers and sermon
topics tor Sunday. Aug. 2 as fol
low
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Williams Chapel part of
county for over 90 years
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
For over 90 years, Calloway
County has been home to Williams
Chapel Church of Christ.
Located off Hwy 94 West.
Williams Chapel began in January of 1906 and is still going
strong in 1998.
Lindon Ferguson. who has
served as minister of Williams
Chapel for the past three years.
said the church has a membership
of around 65 to 70 people.
In addition to regular services,
Williams Chapel also provides a
Vacation Bible School each June.
supports missionaries in India, supports the International Gospel Hour
and holds a revival each July.
"We're not like a lot of churches because we're not very big and
we don't offer a lot of programs,'
said Ferguson. "We re a small
church and most of our members
are farmers, so we're not involved
in a lot of outside activities. But
we do make hospital visits and
are involved in other ministries"
'Ferguson came to Williams
Chapel from Phillips Street Church
of Christ in Dyersbuik. leiiii whelk.
the membership ineluded 275 280
people
"I don't have the same number of programs here that you
would with a larger congrega
tion, but nothing really changes
from the standpoint of the pulpit
or the classroom. said Ferguson
who has been a full time minis
ter since 1980

Houses
of Hope

In addition to a fuli-tinie min
ister. the church leadership is also
handled by two elders Billy Murdock and Max Sinotheiman.
"The main thing that we're
responsible tin is taking care of
the church," Murdock said
According to Murdock, the
church first met in a white, frame
building. The building was replaced
in 1936. It was renovated in the
iiiid-1960s, and has been rentod
eled in previous years.
"We used to have about 40 or
50 members when we first start
ed out." Murdock explained. "Back
in the 1950s. we had about 125
people who teguiaily attended iui
smirch But 5011K pCopiC
:ill, town and now thete's more
people going to the .itychui
Williams Chapel begins Bible
study at 9 a.m on Sundays followed by a 10 a.m. woiship serv
ice and an evening worship at 6
Wednesday night prayei services
begin at 7.30 duriiig the
and at i &Mill.. the 1,,e
tel

North Pleasant schedules event
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbytenan Church will have
revival services starting Wednesday,
Aug 5 and continuing through
Friday. Aug. 7. at 7 p.m. each
evening.
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor

ot Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church, will be the speaker.
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor,
invites the public to attend the
services at the church, located on
Roy Graham Road, off Highway
121 North.

GOSPEL MEETING

Group takes aim at right
A religious
DENVER (AP)
group has otgani/ed in ( olorado
to comaei political messages from
the so-ealled religious right.
*the Rev Michael Carrier. a Presbyterian minister, said the Chnstran. Jewish and Muslim founders
of the state's Interfaith Alliance
aim to monitor and counter groups
"who use religion as a weapon to
push an extreme partisan agenda"
The group. patterned after the
national Intertaith Alliance, has no
money no office and no staff But
organizers say it will monitor the
activities of such organizations as
the Christian Coalition and Focus
on the Family and will speak out
against church roles in politics
"The religious right groups speak
as if they have the only religious
point of view.- Carrie' said "But
they don't speak for tnc vast majority of Coloradans.'
Rabbi Steven Foste ul lemple

August 2-7
7:00 p.m. Nightly

Emanuel, one of Denver's largest
synagogues, says members of the
religious right "have a litmus test
for candidates, they ignore the separation of church and state, and I
fear we will wind up with a conservative Legislature and governor
if there are no checks ... ."
Vera Mae Griffin, a Christian
Coalition representative, said the
alliance is overreacting, and Paul
Jessen of Colorado for Family Values defended the religious right's
use of churches to spread its message.
"We want our people to be
properly infonped," he said, "and
the mainstream media doesn't print
our point of view."
He said putting voters' guides
in churches helps conservative
Christians "pick candidates with our
values It's not illegal for us to
take stands"

ins BAR-B-'
"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"

7(irksey Church
of Christ

Fast Service * Convenient Location * Handy Drive-Up Window
erg.,

Great Weekly Specials
Large BI30,
Fries &
Medium Drink

August 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
7:30 Nightly

$399

"Place ain't fancy but sho is good food!"
Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
753-0045

Murray, Ky

Chestnut Si.

with

E. Claude Gardner
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efris
Bro. Alan Miller. Evangelist
Richland Hills Baptist
Ft. Worth, Texas

Monday, August 3 - Youth Nite, Pizza at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, August 4 - Family Nite
Wednesday, August 5 Sunday School Nite
Thursday, August 6 Kids Nile. Pizza at 6 30 pin.
Friday, August 7 - Church Loyalty Nite, Dessert at 8:00 p.m.

Smoking and Atherosclerosis: Is There a Connection
A recent population based studs looked at both active and passive
smoking and their link to the progicssion of atherosclerosis. A 50%
increase in progression of the disease was found among those who
currently smoke. Past smokers were found to have a 25% increase.
while those exposed environmentalli to tobacco were associated with
a 20% increase m atherosclerosis Subjects with diabetes or hypertension were found to bc at an even greater risk. Researchers concluded

Nursery & Transportation Provided

Call 759-5987

604 S. 12th St • 763-7688

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday Run

3 p.m. Wednesday

Saturday Run
Shopping Guide Run

10 a.m. Thursday
5 p.m. Friday

Call Our
Advertising Department at

that tobacco smoke may have a cumulative effect and
its adverse effects and its adveise effects may be
irrevocable.

Walter's
Pharmacy

Bring A Friend • Gospel Groups

Monday Run

753-1916
Walter Mehr
Phial n- &clot

Mary Ann Orr, Lori Andrus,
s, Angie Goode or Jim Green
Humphrey
Kelley
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Even though the 1998-99 Murray. State basketball season is still
four months away, this is a very exciting and important time of the
year for Racer fans.
MSU will open the new Regional Special Events Center for an
open house and allow fans to
choose their seats in the next few
weeks, school officials announced
on Thursday.
-The first three nights we'll be
petiing the center so fans can walk

Open house in August
around and take a look at the facility," said MSU athletic director
E.W. Dennison. "Although they
won't be picking their seats at that
time, we want them to scout out the
arena and find a place where they
might want their seats.The open house for the general
public will run Thursday, Aug. 6
(6-8 p.m.), Saturday, Aug. 8(9 a.m.
- 1 p.m.) and Sunday. Aug. 9(1-4

p.m.). Also on Sunday. Aug. 9, a
seat selection lottery draw will be
held from 4-5 p.m. to determine the
seat choosing order within the three
donor categories. The lottery is
open to the public hut not mandatory for those wishing to purchase
seats.
"There are a hunch of questions
out there as to how we're going to
do this; our hands have sort of been

above categones on Aug. 24-25.
The final group to choose will
be Group 4 (new season ticket
holders), and they will choose on a
first-come, first-serve basis on
Sept. I.
To purchase season tickets on
the above dates, persons must be in
attendance or have a proxy. After
Sept. I. fans may purchase season
tickets at any time in the MSU athletic ticket office.

RSEC Seating Dates
Aug. 6, 8, 9: Open house
Aug. 9: Lottery draw
Aug. 22: Seat selection
for RSEC donors
Aug. 23: Seat selection for
RACER Foundation,
other donors
Aug. 24-25: Seat selection
for new season ticket holders

•See Page 11

Couch expecting shootout
in opener with Louisville

Azinger,Price,
Cochran tied
for lead at St.
Jude Classic
By TOM SHARP
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Paul Azinger
....is one of the best golfers in the world in
1'43 before he was diagnosed with lymphoma
in his shoulder. He battled back from that
only to run afoul of his own putter.
Azinger, 38, shot a 6-under-par 65 on Thursd,v for a share of the first-round lead in the
St. Jude Classic, further evidence that his battles with the putter, like his fight with cancer, may be successful.
"It isn't coming easy to me. Everything is
Lad work at this point,- he said. "There are
tinies when everything comes easy. I'm not
there yet. but I can see signs of coming out
i)i the whole thing."
Azinger was atop the leaderboard with Russ
Cochran and 1993 St. Jude champion Nick
['lice, himself rebounding after what were, for
him, three mediocre seasons after a six-victory season in 1994.
Azinger and Price posted similar rounds,
with one bogey, one eagle and five birdies
each. Both eagled the 528-yard par-5 No. 16.

tied up to this point, but we want
everybody to know what we're doing," Dennison said. "Our fans deserve to know.Beginning on Aug. 22 and running through Aug. 25, basketball
fans will actually choose their new
seats. Seat selection will be broken
down into four groups, beginning
Aug. 22 with the 125 original
RSEC donors. On Aug. 23, Group
2(RACER Foundation donors and
marketing partners) will select, followed by current season ticket
holders who do not fit into the

Quarterbacks
focus of game

File photo
Kentucky quarterback Tim Couch predicts a highscoring affair in the Wildcats season opener
with Louisville Sept. 5.

By STEVE BAILEY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Don't ask Kentucky quarterback
Tim Couch who will come out on
top when the Wildcats face
intrastate rival Louisville at the
brand new Papa John's Cardinal
Stadium.
He will, however, make one
prediction: that footballs will be
flying above the field more often
than the planes taking off and
landing at nearby Louisville International Airport.
"I'm going in expecting it to
be a shootout.- Couch said after
a news conference Thursday to hype
the Sept. 5 season-opener for both
teams. "I think it's going to be a
wide-open, up-and-down-the-field
kind of game with a lot of points
scored by both teams.
"It wouldn't surprise me a bit

if the last team to get its hands
on the ball wins the game."
Last year, Kentucky coach Hal
Mumme's wide-open passing attack
rejuvenated a languishing program
and, in the process, made a Heisman Trophy candidate out of Couch,
a sophomore from Hyden.
Against Louisville in the season-opener, the Wildcats stunned
football fans across the'commonwealth, dominating the favored
Cardinals 38-24 in a game in
which Couch threw for 398 yards
and four touchdowns.
Louisville first-year coach John
L. Smith finds himself in a similar situation this season, bringing
a pass-oriented system from Utah
State to a struggling team with a
talented homegrown quarterback.
"I do want to thank Hal very
much for introducing the state of
Kentucky to the throwing game
and getting everybody excited about
that," Smith said. "I think that
gave me a chance to come here."
All four principals — Mumme.
Couch, Smith and Louisville quar-

chatted
terback Chris Redman
briefly with reporters Thursday,
offering their takes on this year's
much-anticipated intrastate rivalry.
Redman said the game may
resemble a Kentucky -Louisville
basketball game more than a football game.
"As coach Smith says, the first
one to 100 wins," Redman quipped,
bringing laughter from the media
and a look of feigned horror from
his new coach.
"In this particular game. we've
got two great quarterbacks in Chris
and Tim," Mumme said. "When
you think back on the history of
UK and U of L, ... there's a lot
of great quarterbacks at both schools
that you can go down and name.
"This game should be another
showcase for two more that I'm
sure you're going to see playing
on Sundays in the future and will
go down in the history of Kentucky football as two of the great
ones.-

Murray system to mix sports with new calendar
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
The implementation of an alternate calendar in the Murray Independent School System will bring
along with it a host of changes.
While the respective sports'
schedules were generally not affected by the change, the teams will
have to adjust to an earlier start to
the school year and playing games
during a two-week fall break in Oc-

tober.
The first day for students is
Tuesday, meaning the school year
is starting some two weeks earlier
than normal.
First-year girls' soccer coach
Chris Hays said the new school calendar is just one of the changes he
is dealing with.
"I guess you could say it's another one of the added headaches.he said. "All of the girls are excited

play district football games against
about the calendar, though.
Fulton City and Mayfield. both on
"I think it will he good on my
the road; and district soccer games
players: we will ha‘e three weeks
Marshall County.and Calloagainst
of school before our first game."
way
County.
going
been
"We've
added.
Hays
"We had no choice but to schedtwo-a-days in practice. hut we're
ule
games during the break; it
this
of
end
going to start at the
won't shut down soccer,- MHS
week with the same practice we'll
athletic director David Can said: "I
have during school, one practice in
think this alternate calendar will
the afternoon."
work out OK. I visited FranklinMurray's fall break will run Oct.
5-19. During that time. Murray will , Siinpson (which has had an alter-

nate calendar) while we were discussing adopting this, and they
seem to enjoy it.
"This first year we'll just have
to fly by ear on it,- Carr added. "If
students are involved in extracurricular activities it cuts down on
their options of going somewhere
during the falls-break. Next year at
this time we'll have a better idea of
how all of this will go."
MHS principal Dan Hampton is

May be traded before midnight
topped Detroit 6-4.
Ken Griffey hit his AL-leading
41st homer in the fifth and
Rodriguez became the first 30-30
player in Mariners history, momentarily taking the focus off the Johnson trade watch.
But the biggest hit came from
Manny Ramirez. whose three-run
homer to center off Bob Wells (02) in the 17th gave Cleveland a
9-6 lead.
Seattle came back to score two
runs in the bottom of the 17th
and had the bases loaded with one
out. but Charles Gipson grounded
into a force play at the plate and
Rico Rossy struck out on three
pitches against Paul Shuey (3-1).
It was the longest game. by
innings, in Mariners history and
tied the longest in the majors this
season.
After the game that ended at
3:29 a.m. EDT. Johnson quickly
dressed and exited the clubhouse
without talking to the media or
his teammates.
Yankees 3, Angels 0
10 innings
At Anaheim. Tino Martinez sin-

gled home two runs alter Rich
DeLucia (1-4) walked the bases
loaded, and Chad Curtis followed
with a sacrifice fly.
"I couldn't get ahead and I
tried to adjust too much," DeLucia said. "I tried to adjust high
and then low. and I couldn't find
the medium range."
Pettitte and Chuck Finley, two
of baseball's premier left-handers,
battled on even terms through
seven innings. Pettitte scattered
seven hits, struck out four and
walked three. and Finley allowed
four hits and struck out nine in
eight innings.
Blue Jays 1, Rangers 0
At Toronto, Juan Guzman
pitched eight shutout innings and
Randy Myers finished the job.
Guzman (6-12) allowed five
hits, struck out three and walked
three while throwing 106 pitches.
Shannon Stewart singled home
the game's only run in the fifth
inning against Esteban Loaiza (02) after Darrin Fletcher singled
and moved up on a grounder.

also taking a wait-and-see approach
to the new school calendar.
"Not having ever done this,
don't know the impact it will have,
but with other schools that have
had this, their experiences with it
have been positive,- he said. "I haven't had negative feedback from
any of the coaches yet, so I think
we'll have positive results from it,

File photo
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(34)
Kentucky's Scott Padgett
the John R. Wooden Award.
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Padgett
nominee
for award

Johnson silent as Mariners
fall to Indians in marathon
The Associated Press
If it really was Randy Johnson's last night in a Seattle uniform, the Big Unit had plenty of
time to reflect on his time with
the Manners.
Johnson sat frowning on the
bench for the duration of the nearly 5 1/2-hour game Thursday night
as the Mariners dropped a wild,
9-8 decision to the Cleveland Indians in 17 innings.
The Mariners have until midnight tonight to trade their former
Cy Young Award winner, and the
Yankees. Indians and Dodgers are
believed to be the leading bidders. If Seattle doesn't pull off a
trade, the team will lose Johnson
as a free agent at the end of the
season.
"We hope whatever happens happens quick tomorrow and let's get
on with the season,- Alex Rodrigyez
said. "This has been pounding (A,er
us for four or five months now.
In other games. New York beat
Anaheim 3-0 in 10 innings, Toronto blanked Texas 1-0, Oakland
nipped Boston 6-5, Kansas City beat
Minnesota 7-3 and Baltimore
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Scott
Padgett of defending national champion Kentucky and Andre Miller
of Utah. which lost to the Wildcats in the title game, lead 25
pre-season candidates for the John
R. Wooden Award.
Padgett and Miller, both seniors, were among those selected
Thursday based on last season's
individual performances and team
records.
Next March, the 10-player
Wooden All-American team will
be announced and one member
will he selected for the Wooden
Award as the nation's top college
basketball playcr.
The rest of the pre-season candidates are:
Elton Brand, soph., Duke; Lenny
Brown, sr.. Xavier; Louis Bullock,
Sr.. Michigan: Brian Cardinal, jr.,
Purdue; Mateen Cleaves,jr., Michigan State; Ed Cota, jr., North Carolina: Vonteego Cummings, Sr..
Pittsburgh; Baron Davis, soph.,
UCLA; Khalid El-Amin, soph.,
Connecticut; Evan Eschmeyer, Sr.,
Northwestern; Richard Hamilton,

See Page 11
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although that still remains to be
The changes are not limited to
the high school's sports, however.
Murray Middle School's final two
football games will take place during the fall break.
"In meeting with our players and
their parents I'm going to make
sure they're aware of that," said
MMS football coach Scott Turner.
"I understand there may be some
problems with people wanting to
go somewhere during the fall
break, but after we play our last
game (Oct. 13 at home against
Reidland) the players' families will
still have the rest of that week if
they want to take a quick trip."
Murray Middle also has a football game Oct. 6 at Crittenden
County.
Turner said that while he could
move up the team's practices to the
morning during the first week of
fall break, that would not be possible for the Reidland game, which
will be played during what is

know when I was an assistant
coaching the boys, whenever we
had a change of schedule like that
they would all lay around and sleep
until noon, get up and have a big
lunch and then not be ready to play
when the time came. So we'll try to
keep as normal a routine as possible and hope the players don't sleep
all day."
MHS boys' soccer coach James
Weatherly was unsure of whether a
policy mandating the players' attendance for the fall break games
would be allowed.
"I'll have to check school policy

known as "intersession week "
"During that second week they
have enrichment or reinedial
classes; if someone needed to make
up some work from the first nine
weeks of a class, they could do it
that week," he said. "But you can't
have practices during school hours
that week because we wouldn't
want to pull anyone out of those
classes for sports."
Hays said he has not implemented a team rule prohibiting his
players from missing either of the
games during the fall break.
"None of our players have indicated that they'll be gone," he said.
Probably what we'll try to do for
those two games is try to keep our
schedule the same. We won't
change our practice time and we'll
try to keep our rhythm. We ma.v
add a walk-through practice.
"At that point in the season I
hope we will be competitive in the
district, and if we are, those two
games could be the two most important of the season," Hays added.
"It will be interesting to see how
not being in school affects us. I

MARION, Ill. -- Murray's 10year-old Mustang League all-stars
squandered early scoring chances
and then watched the floodgates
open as the host team from Marion
posted a 14-4 win in five innings in
North Zone PONY Baseball action
Thursday night at Fosse Field.
Murray (0-2) managed one run
in the first inning, but stranded
eight runners in the first three
frames while Marion(I- I) kept the
contest close.
"We had some golden chances
while their pitcher struggled early
on. but we never came up with the
big hit to get the early momentum,"
said Murray manager Kenneth
McCuiston. "Then they got hot
with the bats and just pounded the
ball later to break the game open."
The game was tied at 2-2
through the top of the third before
Marion put up three runs on two
hits and benefited from two Murray
errors in the bottom of the frame.
Murray rallied to pull within 5-4
with two more runs in the top of the
fourth inning.
Seth Asher came on in relief of
starter Austin McCuiston to start
the fourth and was touched for
three runs on three hits. Marion
brought the 10-run rule into effect
in the fifth by posting six runs as
Asher gave up three hits before
Matt Wells took the mound. Three
more hits ended the game early on
the 10-run rule.
Murray's only two hits of the
night came on singles from Tyler
Brockman and Bryan Craig.
A swing point in the game came
in the fourth when a Marion baserunner collided with Murray
catcher Austin McCuiston while
scoring from third on a sacrifice fly
to center. There was no play at the
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The Murray 7-year-old all-star team recently competed at
tournaments in Henderson July 17 and 18 and in Madisonville July 21-22. The team will play in the Marshall County
Tournament next week. Team members are (front, from left)
Curtis Turnbow, Andrew Cavitt, Blake Darnall, Reid McDaniel, Chad Sheets;(back, from left) Graham Lee, Bobby Puckett, C.J. Dial, Grant William, Josh Lee and Landon Howard.
Coaches are Darron Hargrove, Tim Anderson, Randy
McDaniel and Donnie Howard. Not pictured is Gage Miller.
The team wishes to thank all businesses and individuals
who contributed in any way.
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CCMS football team to begin practice Aug.3
The Calloway County Middle School football team will begin practice starting
Monday. Aug. 3, from 6 to 8 p.m.

•Padgett...

on that, but I certainly hope all of
our players will be there," he said.
"I expect that they wouldn't want
to miss any big district games.

From Page 10
-We're following the plan that
was set up eight years ago and
we're obligated to stay within that
framework in order to be fair to
those that help make this new facility a reality," said Dennison. "This
is not a perfect system, but the key
is that there are a lot of good seats
available."
Dennison said that there are
2,128 chair seats in the RSEC,
compared to 900 in Cutchin Fieldhouse/Racer Arena. Each chair seat
requires a donation in addition to

"Probably what we'll do during
those two weeks is practice at the
same time and keep the same
schedule; staying in a routine is important during the season,"
Weatherly added. "This is all brand
new to me, but one positive thing
about this new calendar is that the
early start gets all the kids there,
and we've had problems getting
them all in during the summer in
the past."

Murray All-Stars
drop 14-4 decision

Sports
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the price of the seat, except for
those chair seats located behind the
baseline. Those scats will also require a donation. Also 672 reserved
bleachers on the lower level will be
available to those who want season
tickets.
"There are plenty of good seats
for everybody." Dennison said.
Dennison said that unsold chair
seats would he available on a pergame basis.
"I think you will have a lot of
that, people wanting to see individual games. but there might not he
that many left," he said.

Sponsored B

The Insurance Center
of Murray

plate on the collision so Murra
coaches argued that the baserunner
should have been ejected for roughness and the run disallowed.
"Our coaches felt that the collision was a very unnecessary play
by their runner," McCuiston said.
"We had a player ejected in a game
earlier this season that actually involved a play at the plate and we
felt Marion's player should have
been tossed.
"We had to take Austin
(McCuiston) out of the game because of an injury on that play and
that seemed to take some the rest of
the life out of our kids."
Murray's hopes to advance to
Saturday's semi-final round of zone
play are now remote, but not impossible, after its second straight
loss. Murray must beat the Kingswood team from Omaha, Neb., tonight (Friday) at 8 for any consideration and Homer, Ill., would have
to defeat Marion. In that scenario,
three teams would be tied for runner-up in the four-team pod with 12 records and an Olympic-style tiebreaker would be used to determine
which team advances.
We're real proud of what these
boys have accomplished already,"
McCuiston said. "This was the
worst defeat we've had in 14 games
and it hurt, but we told the kids to
put it behind them and come out
ready to play tonight (Friday)
against Omaha. We want to finish
up the season on a winning note,
whether we advance or not."

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES
All Times CDT
American League
East Division
GB
Pct.
L
•
New York
75
27
735
62
15
44
Boston
585
Baltimore
23
53
55
509
495
55
24 1.2
Toronto
54
42
63
34 1.2
Tampa Bay
400
Central Division
Pct.
GB
L
•
579
45
Cleveland
62
11 1/2
472
56
Minnesota
50
47
15
60
439
Kansas City
15 1/2
434
60
Chicago
46
62
17 1/2
44
415
Detroit
West Division
L
•
Pct.
GB
Anaheim
542
49
58
57
533
50
Texas
11
10
449
59
48
Seattle
47
60
Oakland
439
Thursday's Games
Baltimore 6. Detroit 4
Kansas City 7, Minnesota 3
Oakland 6. Boston 5
Toronto 1, Texas 0
NY Yankees 3. Anaheim 0, 10 Innings
Cleveland 9. Seattle 8 17 innings

National League
East Division
Pct.
GB
661
37
72
Atlanta
49
533
56
New York
15 I?
51
519
55
Philadelphia
29 1 2
389
66
Montreal
42
358
33
70
39
Florida
Central Division
GB
Pct.
L
44
593
64
Houston
3 12
48
61
560
Chicago
9
509
53
55
Milwaukee
13 1 2
467
57
50
St Louis
10
463
58
Pittsburgh
50
17 17
431
47
62
Cincinnati
West Division
Pct.
GB
L
648
38
70
San Diego
13
528
51
San Francisco 57
14
519
52
56
Los Angeles
22
444
60
48
Colorado
31
361
69
Arizona
39
Thursday's Games
Atlanta 13 Cinconnati 3
Florida 4 Houston 3
Montreal 12 San Francisco 6
Arizona 4 Chicago Cubs 0
Los Angeles 3 Philadelphia 1
San Diego 3, N Y Mats 1 10 innings
St Louis 3 Milwaukee 2

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
18 Hole Golf Course

Par 71 • Bent Grass Greens
MEMBERSHIP & WEEKDAY GREEN FEE
SPECIALS THROUGH AUGUST!

(901)247-3264
1120 Country Club Road • Puryear
Outings Welcome!

i.4,4
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From Page 10
jr., Connecticut; Tony Harris, soph.,
Tennessee; Tim James, Sr., Miami;
Jumaine Jones, soph„ Georgia; Trajan Langdon, Sr., Duke; Arthur
Lee. sr., Stanford; Todd MacCulloch, Sr., Washington; B.J. McKie,
Sr., South Carolina; Lee Nailon,
Sr., Texas Christian; Ryan Robertson, Sr., Kansas; Jason Terry, Sr..
Arizona; Kenny Thomas, sr., New
Mexico; and Tim Young, Sr., Stanford.
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You Worry
Enough
About Your
Business.
Let Your
Grange
Agent Worry
About Your
Insurance.

• VIP Suites
• Video Viewers • Harmonic Stress Relief

• Massage • Body Shampoo • Hot Lotion
•
In home, hotel or office by appointment

Call Today 759-9555
HRS: 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St. • Downtown • Murray

I realize that, as an independent business owner, you
have to worry about all sorts of things: inventory, cash flow,
overhead - not to mention whether or not you're carrying the
right amount of insurance. So I'm always ready to provide you
with the coverage and personal service you need to safeguard
your business against the unexpected.
David R. King
Call me today to learn more about
Grange Business Insurance. Because you've already
got enough to worry about.

INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

Mon.-Tues. Boots-N-Bikinis All Country!
Wed. Wet T-Shirt Contest
Cash Prizes
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B.Y.O.B.
til 12 a.m.
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7,000 sq. 11.35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class
Sound and Light
System

-enny
Hock,
jr.,
4ichiCarSr.,

soph.,
soph.,
1, Sr.,
iilton,

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

'DELIVERY
STORE ONLY

AVAILABLE

MURRAY

Plus Tax

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

senlected
ison's
team

ANY SIZE PIZZA WITH UP
TO 10 TOPPINGS!

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 5:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m.

• Food • Pool
• Darts
18 and up

PICK UP OR DELIVERED WHERE AVAILABLE
Price plus tax Original trust Valid at participating Mr Gatti s tor pick up 'Delivery available Murray location only
Not good with any other specials One coupon per person please LIMITED TIME OFFER
Is

ONE ADULT
LUNCH BUFFET
(Mon,-Fri.)
Plus Tax
Price plus tax Ongtnal crust Valid at participating Mr Gatti's to,
pock up 'Delivery available Murray location
only Not good with any other specials
One coupon per person. please LIMITED
Ils. TIME OFFER

KIDS EAT FREE
Monday & Tuesday Kids 7 &
Under eat Buffet FREE with
each Paid Adult Buffet
purchase at reg. price
Pm* plus tax °owls' crust Veld at participating Mr Gatlfs tor
pick up 'Delivery &variable Murray location
only Not good with any other specials One
coupon per person please LIMITED TIME
OFFER

ALL-YOU-CARE-TO-EAT-BUFFET
All
Buffet prices
include drink
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1
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804 Chestnut St., Murray, KY
753-6656
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THE WINSTON CUP CIRCUIT

Si

THE WINSTON CUP SERIES
COMING UP Bnckyard 400
WHERE: Indianapolis Motor Speedway,
Speedway, Ind
WHEN: Saturday, Aug. 1
DEFENDING CHAMPION: Ricky Rudd
EVENT QUALIFYING RECORD: Ernie Irvan,
Ford, 177.736 mph, July 31, 1997.
RACE RECORD: Dale Earnhardt, Chevrolet,
155.206 mph, Aug. 5, 1995.
OTHER FORMER WINNERS: Jeff Gordon
and Dale Jarrett have victories to their credit,
in addition to Rudd and Earnhardt
NOTABLE: This race may have more drivers
attempting to make the field than any this
season. Expect 15 to 20 drivers to go home
after failing to make the starting lineup.

On TV
All limes Eastern
• BGN,!Crow 200
8:30 p m • Friday • ESPN
• Winston Cup, Brickyard 400
1 p.m.• Saturday • ABC
•Trucks, CUITtlriBIS 200
1 p.m. • Sunday • TNN

BUSCH GRAND NATIONAL
COMING UP: Kroger 200
WHERE: Indianapolis Raceway Park, Clermont Ind

POINTS STANDINGS
WINSTON CUP
1 Jett Gordon, 2,712
2 Mark Martin, 2,650
3 Dale Jarrett, 2,584
4 Jeremy Mayfield, 2,499
5 Rusty Wallace, 2.462
6 Bobby Labonte, 2,365
7 Jeff Burton, 2,304
8 Terry Labonte, 2,236
9. Dale Earnhardt, 2,112
10. Jimmy Spencer. 2,074

BUSCH
1. D Earnhardt Jr., 2,806
2. Matt Kenseth, 2,793
3. M McLaughlin, 2.755
4. Randy LaJo4e, 2,494
5 Tim Fedewa. 2,410
6. Phil Parsons, 2,337
7. Elton Sawyer, 2,330
8. Buckshot Jones, 2.325
9 Elliott Sadler, 2,292
10. Hermie Sadler, 2,254

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TRUCK
Ron Hornaday, 2,088
Jack Sprague, 2,019
Joe Ruttman, 1,954
Tony Raines, 1,788
Stacy Compton, 1,732
Jay Sauter, 1,719
Randy Tolsma, 1,641
Rick Gareth, 1,617
Mike Wallace, 1,549
Bryan Reffner, 1,533

Mile•WeigWaWAL
ALMOST HOME COOKING
One of the most popular hangouts near the speedway is the
Steak 'N' Shake across the street
near turn one. The crowds can be
fierce, but the restaurant facilitates
fast service by cutting down the
menu to the basics, i.e., burger,
fries and one of the chain's famous
milkshakes.
WHEN: Friday, July 31
DEFENDING CHAMPION: Randy LaJoie
TRACK QUALIFYING RECORD: David
Green, Chevrolet, 113.461 mph, Aug 4.
1994
RACE RECORD: Jimmy Hensley, Oldsmobile, 96.923 mph, June 22, 1985.
OTHER FORMER WINNERS: Morgan

BUSCH GRAND NATIONAL
Dale Earnhardt Jr. dominated
the field in South Boston. Va.,
but could not beat NASCAR

year since

CRAFTSMAN TRUCK SERIES
COMING UP: Cummins 200
WHERE Indianapolis Raceway Park, Clermont, Ind

WHEN: Thursday, July 30
DEFENDING CHAMPION: Ron Hornaday
TRACK QUALIFYING RECORD: Jimmy
Hensley. Dodge, 109.750 mph, July 31.
1997.
RACE RECORD: Mike Skinner, Chevrolet,
85.720 mph, Aug. 1, 1996.
OTHER FORMER WINNERS: Skinner won
the truck events at IRP in 1996 and 1997.
NOTABLE After this Thursday-night affair,
the senes will move to Loudon, N.H., for a
Sunday-afternoon race

YAR TURN

PROFILE

Letters From Our Readers

Indianapolis
Motor Speedway

FROM LAST WEEK
WINSTON CUP SERIES
Jeff Gordon weathered a few
close calls, and got splendid pit
service, to win his fifth race of
the season at Pocono International Raceway. He could add
to his point lead only slightly,
however, thanks to a runner-up
finish by the determined Mark
Martin.

Shepherd has won three times Jason Keller,
Tracy Leslie and LaJose are also ex-winners
NOTABLE IRP began hosting the Busch
Senes in 1982, with one appearance in every

Dear NASCAR This Week,
I'm a Jeff Gordon fan, and I
watch every race. My question is:
How do they determine where
each driver pits? Is it how they
stand in points or how they qualify for each race, and is it the
same at every track?
Danny Vermillion
Byesville, Ohio

;41
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
•• 30
31
32
33

officials, who penalized him a
lap after a bumping incident
with Joe Bessey. Earnhardt led
the first 245 of 300 laps, but
Tim Fedewa captured the
victory, with teammate Randy
LaJoie second.

Dear Danny,
Each team selects its pit stall in
the order in which its driver qualified. Until 1997, the reigning
Winston Cup champion had the
first pick, but that practice was
discontinued. The same process is
followed at every track.

CRAFTSMAN TRUCK SERIES
Ron Hornaday, driving an
Earnhardt-owned Chevrolet,
took advantage of one excellent restart after another to take
the truck race at the new Pikes
Peak track in Colorado.

Dear NASCAR This Week,
I watched the Richmond race
and couldn't believe that Rusty
Wallace didn't get penalized for
pushing Jeff Gordon into the wall.
Everybody knows if the tables
were turned, Jeff Gordon
would've been penalized. Rusty
Wallace seems to get away with
everything on the track, like
jumping starts and causing
wrecks, yet the NASCAR officials never do anything to him.
LuAnn Fisher
Hazleton, Pa.

TOP TEN
Weekly rankings by NASCAR This Week writer Monte Dutton. Last
week's ranking is in parentheses.

6. Jeff Burton (5)
Due for a few more
7. Rusty Wallace (7)
Fast at Indy
8. Dale Earnhardt (10)
Tired of losing
9. Terry Labonte (8)
Off the pace
10. Ward Burton (NR)
Just needs luck

1. Jeff Gordon (1)
Breakout for Gordo
2. Mark Martin (2)
Not far behind
3. Dale Jarrett (3)
Hangin' in there
4. Bobby Labonte (6)
The man from Pontiac
5. Jeremy Mayfield (4)
Unwitting victim

ON THE SCHEDULE
Race
Aug. 1
Bnckyard 400. Speedway, Ind.
Bud at the Glen, Watkins Glen. N.Y
Aug 9
Aug. 16 DeVilbiss 400. Brooklyn. Mich
Aug. 22 Goody's 500. Bnstol, Tenn
Aug. 30 CMT 300, Loudon, N.H
Sept 6
Southern 500, Darlington, S.0
Sept 12 Exide 400, Richmond. Va
Sept 20 MBNA 400. Dover, Del
Sept 27 Hanes 500. Martinsville, Va.
UAW-GM 500. Concord, N.C.
Oct 4
Oct. 11
Winston 500. Talladega. Ala_
Pepsi 400. Daytona Beach. Fla.
Oct 17
Oct 25
Dura-Lube 500. Avondale. Ariz.
Nov 1
AC-Delco 400. Rockingham, N.C.
NAPA 500. Concord, N.C.
Nov. 8

Date

1997 Winner Pole
Rudd
J. Gordon
Martin
Jarrett
J. Gordon
J. Gordon
Jarrett
Martin
J. Burton
Jarrett
T. Labonte
Andretti
Jarrett
Hamilton
B. Labonte

Irvan
T. Bodine
Benson
K. Wallace
Schrader
B. Labonte
Elliott
Martin
W. Burton
G. Bodine
Irvan
Skinner
Hamilton
B. Labonte
G. Bodine

Cars race around the Indianapolis Motor Speedway last year.
Originally built

By Monte Dutton
NASCAR This Week

LOCATION: Speedway,
Ind.
SIZE & CONFIGURATION: 2.5-mile oval with
four distinct turns
OPENED: 1911
ALL-TIME WINSTON
CUP RACE WINNERS:

Jeff Gordon, Dale Earnhardt, Dale Jarrett and
Ricky Rudd have each won
once.
ALL-TIME RACE WINNERS: A.J. Foyt, Al Unser
Sr. and Rick Mears have
each won four Indianapolis
500s.
SCHEDULE: May 24,
Indianapolis 500: Aug. 1,
Brickyard 400.
Any discussion of American automobile racing
begins with Indianapolis
Motor Speedway.

FEUD OF THE WEEK
Jeff Gordon vs. Dale Earnhardt
Although Gordon won the
Pennsylvania 500, Earnhardt let
the young champion know he
was still a force to be reckoned
with. When Gordon attempted
to pass the seven-time champion, Earnhardt gave him several bumps in the rear, the two
Chevrolets nearly crashed, and
crew chief Ray Evernham told
Gordon to drive back up and
pass Earnhardt cleanly. "Ray,
there is no such thing (as passing Earnhardt cleanly)," Gordon

Photo courtesy of Indianapolis Motor Speedway

replied via radio.
NASCAR This Week writer
Monte Dutton gives his
opinion: "At Pocono, we saw
the old, aggressive Earnhardt,
stalking other drivers and waiting for the slightest mistake.
No, he didn't intentionally wreck
Gordon, but when Gordon
slipped, he wasn't going to
back off either. As Evernham
said, if Earnhardt had wanted to
wreck Gordon, he would have."

primarily
as a test
track for
the fledgling automobile
industry,
Indy was
for many
Earnhardt
years
paved in bricks, hence the
term "the Brickyard." A strip
of those bricks remains to
mark the start-finish line
and serve as a testament to
the track's reverence for
tradition. Its seating capacity of nearly 300,000 makes
it the world's largest stadium, and its two annual
motorsports events are the
world's most heavily
attended.
When NASCAR first
came to Indianapolis, in

Agiiimassowaia,-.•••• •
1. What Hollywood actor once co-owned a Winston Cup team?
2. What famed slugger recently invested in a BGN team?
3. Who was the upset winner of the 1962 Southern 500?

WHO'S NOT?
Dick Trickle: 16 races without
a top-15 finish.
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• In the late stages of
the Pennsylvania 500,
Dale Jarrett's chances
for a good finish
seemed hopeless. His
Ford was spewing
smoke, and NASCAR
was on the verge of
black-flagging him.
But somehow, under
enormous pressure,
the Todd Parrott-led
crew took advantage
of a caution flag and
repaired the damage.

During Brickyard 400 week,
Indianapolis will be filled with
festivals and personal
appearances. One annual
Ford-sponsored get-together
gives thousands of fans a
chance to meet the various
Taurus drivers and get autographs.

=

The Race I§ On!
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SPEEDING
is for

Racers!

$18990i1 Change
(incl. filter & lube)
Full & Self Service
Free Car Wash w/Gas Purchase
Tire Rotation & Repair
Diesel Fuel

MURRAY
Representing

S. 12th • Next to Racer Inn • 753-0066
1114101,4

MSAFECO

and other fine companies

•

140

SPecialty
Insurance
_ .04:131
Agency
..viketari
Ashley J. Ross - Agent
Barbi Keel-McClure

CSR

201 N. 5th Street • Murray
Specializing in all types of auto, motorcycles,
watercraft, mobile home, dwelling, and
all other forms of insurance.

Call us for a quote!
759-4773

4
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When You Need It
1Ve accept
insurance
work

All Work
Guaranteed &
39 Years In
Business
-Rental Cars
Available-

?Specializing in:
• Unibody Collision Repair
• Frame Racks For Adequate Service
• Advanced Paint Mixing System

753-9892

Hopkins Auto
Bod Is air
•
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If you've got a question or a
comment, write: NASCAR
This Week Your Turn, do
The Gaston Gazette, 2500 E.
Franklin Blvd., Gastonia,
N.C. 28054

Fan Tips

TRIVIA

Who's not
WHO'S HOT?
Jeff Gordon is on
a rampage: 1st, 2nd
or 3rd in 7 of his last 8
races.

1994, it marked an important milestone in the history
of stock car racing. When
Jeff Gordon won the inaugural Brickyard 400, it
proved that NASCAR could
thrive at Indy, which was
equivalent to a play being
accepted on Broadway.
Now the Dale Earnhardts
and the Darrell Waltrips
etch their own tire marks
over those once left by
Wilbur Shaw, Pete DePaolo
and Bill Vukovich.
Although the stock cars
circle the famed Brickyard
at a speed much slower
than their rear-engined
counterparts, the action has
been just as dramatic.
Earnhardt, Dale Jarrett and
Ricky Rudd have been the
successors to Gordon as
the only NASCAR drivers to
tame the world's greatest
ring of asphalt.

010

Dear NASCAR This Week,
They say everyone has a double
somewhere. Well, how about Darrell Waltrip and John Walsh of
"America's Most Wanted"?
Another matter: Three cheers
for Rusty Wallace.
Marge Peterson
Osage City, Kan.

CREW OF THE WEEK
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
('I.ASSIFIIKI) Al) It.-AllF:S

$6.25 Celeste lack, 40% Descant( Zed Rue, 60% Nereus( 3rd Rea
Watua 6 Day Pena.
S2.25 per °ohms anch ext.. for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
(AU 3 Aa Maul 1.a

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

‘d.

Publish Day
onday_

Reader Ads

30. pa word $600 enterourn Is day 6. pa sore par city for each acichuonal consocouve a..
$2.00 Uwe for Shams(Toe..Claisifisits go Imo Sheppey'Guide )S200tetra for blind boa a.:

P
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11.
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70 wd. max
1 insertion

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440
445
450

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles
480 Auto Services
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Horne Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lois For Rent
Farms For Sale

060

Murray No. 2 Water District
Statement of Cash Receipts
& Expenditures 1997
201 New Providence Road
Murray, Ky. 42071
Receipts:
$44,268.70
Water Sold
$2,422.17
Income
Interest
$46,690.87
Ibtal
Expenditures:
$17,934.17
Water Costs
Materials, Supplies, Outside Contractors,
Insurance, Regulatory Exp.
$19,702.11
Depreciation Exp.
Principal & Interest Paid
$6,040.00
On Debt
Commissioners & Operator Salary....$0.00
$43,676.28
Total
$3,014.59
•
Net Income
Commissioners:
Marty Futrell
405 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Nancy Futrell
405 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Sam Harris
201 New Providence Rd.
Murray, Ky. 42071

On May 6, 1998, Calloway County published
a Notice of Intent/Request Release of Funds
for the Mattel Distribution Center Project. A
public comment period was stated to expire
November 9, 1998. This date is incorrect. The
correct dates for the public comment period is
7-31-98 to 8-15-98. No objections received
after 8-15-98 will be considered by the State.
The State will accept an objection to its
approval of the release of funds and acceptance of the certification only if it is on one of
the following bases:
(a) The certification was not in fact executed
by the county's Certifying Officer.
(b) The county has failed to make one of the
two findings pursuant to S.54.41 or to make
the written determination decision required
by SS.58.47, 58.53 or 58.64 for the project, as
applicable.
lc) The county has omitted one or more of the
steps set forth as Subparts F and G for the
preparation and completion of an environmental Assessment.
(d) No opportunity was given to the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation or its
Executive Director to review the effect of the
project on a property listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, or found to be eligible for such listing by the Secretary of the
Interior, in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.
(e) The recipient has committed funds or
incurred costs not authorized by this Part
before release of funds and approval of the
environmental certification by HUD or the
State.
(f) Objections by a Federal Agency
Objections must be prepared and submitted
in accordance with the required procedure(24
CFR Part 58), and may be addressed to the
Kentucky Department for Local Government,
Division of Community Programs, 1024
Capital Center Drive, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601.
Objections to the release of funds on bases
other than those stated above will not be considered.
J.D. Williams, County Judge/Executive
Calloway County Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off

Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

CDL drivers & laborers
492-6141 or 753-1537

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGEW
Unleu still in School

or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
MICE. For free information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'flee local churn BernetA

ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981

Banker
COLDWELL
Woods and Associates is
expanding. Agents needed, training available 7531651
COMMUNITY Alternatives
KY. A progressive company that provides sevices to
people with mental retardation/ developmental disabilities, has staffed residence provider positions
available. High school diploma/ GED required, valid driver's license, reliable
transportation and must be
willing to work flexible
hours Call (502) 527-2255
or send resume to: MS
Peller, Community Alternatives KY, P.O.Box 39,
Symsonia, KY 42082_
E0E/M/F/DN

COOKS, waitresses, dishwashers. Anna's Farmhouse Restaurant. Aurora
354-9875.
435-4026.
CPA
BIBLE message 759-5177 Growing CPA firm will interview bright, energetic
FREE Pregnancy Tests and ambitious CPA. Tax
Lifehouse 753-0700
preparation experience is
HOME grown corn, toma- necessary. Steven G. Satoes, squash. Taking or- cora, CPA, PFS/CFR 319
ders. 759-9312.
Sacora Lane, Sedalia, KY
HOUSE of Clothes, $1 00 42079.
per item Mon-Sun Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5 DISHWASHER needed to
work thru the week Call
miles 489-2243
502-474-2245
KROGER EMPLOYEES
naFund Raiser for "Relay for MEDIACOM: A leading
is
Life Cancer" 1999. Satur- tional cable provider
minded
career
for
looking
dogs,
Hot
day 900am.
several
popcorn, dnnks & water- individuals to fill
part time Customer Relamelon slices.
tions Coordinator posiPARADISE Kennels will
tions. Applicants should be
aniboarding
no longer be
able to work a flexible
mals after 7-31-98. Susan
schedule including nights,
continue
will
Adams
weekends, and holidays.
grooming. Thank you for
Proven customer service
your patronage.
experience preferred but
PEACHES & Nectarines
not required. Computer
Copeland Orchards
and telephone skills a
.
Mayfield 502-623-8312
plus. Send resume to Mediacom, Attn: Customer
Relations Supervisor, 90
Main St, Benton, KY
pet, medium 42025.
CHILD'S
size yellow lab Answers to
construction
the name "Babe" please SEEKING
call 753-5292 after 5.00 jobs for superintendents
from Murray, KY and Anlost in Almo- Dexter area.
na, IL. Salaries negotiable.
young
FOUND solid white
applicants
Interested
female Fox Terrier or Shelplease contact Southeast
tie w/yellow flea collar.
Building Concepts. Jack345-2796
sonville, Arkansas 1-800FREE kittens. 753-3915.
672-8895 or Fax 1-501985-3161.

AVON
Whether you want to buy,
sell or just look through a
book, call Tonya at

AVON Sells Everywhere'
Earn $8-$18/hr. No door to
door req'd (18yrs+) 1-800230-4030 ind/sIs/rep
AVON- $8- $20/ hr No
door to door Quick cash'
'Bonuses'
1-800-296-0139
ind/sIs/rep
BINDERY WORKERS
Full time for expanding
commercial printer and
good mechanical aptitude.
Previous experience clean driving record desired. Printing Service &
Supply. 102 N. 4th.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

HAPPy BIRT9IDA7

Help Warded

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice

NOTICE OF CORRECTION

er

max.
1 Insertion

25 wd.

060

010

Water Rates:
Min. Bill 1,500 Gallons $6.10
Next 8,500 Gallons 32 Per Hundred
Next 40,000 Gallons 19' Per Hundred
All Over 50,000 Gallons 16' Per Hundred

.th

Yard Sale Prices

2x2 ad
$14.00

p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

• ••••

Lapel
Notice

race
usty
for
vall.
bles
don
usty
with
like
sing

first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

1x2 ad
$7.50

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
290 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 lAusical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Horn* Furnishings

010

11 In
ualling
the
was
ss is

Just Say "Charge It"

Fri. 3
Mon.3
_Tues. 3
Wed. 3

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

I OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Deadline
Day & Time
r. 11 a.m.

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
All/T

1 ARMY YEAR
+1 ARMY YEAR
$26,500 FOR
Young men
and women can
now serve in the
Army for two
years after training-and qualify
for $26,500 from
the Montgomery
GI Bill plus the
Army College
Fund. Ask your
Army Recruiter
for details.
901-644-9021
ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

1st American
Cash Advance
Is now hiring part time
personnel for our
location.
Murray
Sales and collection
experience a plus but
will train the right individual.
Apply in person
at Olympic Plaza
Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

TYPESETTING
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Experienced person in
McIntosh with knowledge
of Quark, Pagemaker, and
Photoshots. Need immediately (full time). Pnnting
Service & Supply. 102 N
4th, Murray

www goarmy corn
MILLS Manor has an immediate opening due to
program expansion for a
CERTIFIED ACTIVITY DIRECTOR or RECREATHERAPIST.
TIONAL
Qualities desired: Computer Literate (Life Story,
Organizational
WP7),
Skills, Experience in Rehab or Alzheimer's Unit.
in person - Mills
Apply
Manor Nursing & Rehabilitation Center. 500 Beck
Lane, Mayfield, KY 42066.
Please no phone calls
NEED grill or line cook for
days only. 15th & Olive
753-1520

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-2971.
SEASONAL maintenance
worker, Murray- Calloway
County Parks Must be
able to work evenings and
weekends. Must have KY
dnver's license Come by
900 Payne St for app.

er.

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pisBenson Sporting
tols
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633

CHILD care needed for
Mon- 4- 6:30, Wed- 5309:30 759-3900 leave message.
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553
IF you need a reliable babysitter, Ph753-4866
IN home license daycare,
close to town, now has
openings, with daily activities. 767-0791.
MATURE adult needed to
babysit in my home 4928553

Complain

HaPpv 1st
Birthday
Bryce
Colten
Stone
Love you always
Granny & Papaw

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST

WANT to buy: old tablecloths, napkins (printed or
plain), also crochet work
and old chenille bedspreads. 753-3332
WANTED: Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work. 436-2867.

Immediate, full time position available in an
out-patient physical therapy setting. Applicant
must be proficient in WordPerfect 6.1.
Excellent salary and benefit package including; 401K, 125, health, life and dental insurance. Please send resume including references and salary history to:
Regina West

150

Articles
For Sok

Purchase Area Physical Therapy
208 South 6th St
Murray, KY 42071

1985 PORTABLE pipeline
Lincoln welder 753-0838

,aTa
COMPAQ Presario 4770
with 15" monitor. 4.8 gig,
33.6 fax/ modem, 24x CD
ROM, Canon color printer,
scanner, US Robotics Videocam, joystick and over
in programs. Sell
$1,000
THE Courier Journal is
with or without computer
looking for a self motivated
759-4320
individual in the Murray! desk
Hazel area to deliver one MULTI-MEDIA computer,
of our Sunday only motor $600 753-7050
routes. Must have reliable
transportation and cash
bond. If interested call D
Hussey at 1-800-866
2211

5 DRAWER Pine shaker
style chest Excellent condition Gold Star microwave oven, hardly used
767-0547 Murray

DRIVERS NEEDED
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc.
has an immediate opening for DOT qualified
tractor trailer drivers with at least 2 years experience. Work is primarily over the road, steady.
home each week. You will earn excellent
wages and a full benefits package including
major medical, vision, dental, prescription.
retirement program, and much more. For further details, call (502) 753-1156. Must pass
DOT physical examination and drug screen.

8 FOOT glass sliding
doors & track. Call after
3pm. 753-4997.
AMERICAN made work
boots, motorcycle helmets,
camping supplies. Camo
clothing for all ages.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mayfield. 502-247-4704.

Equal Opportunity Employer.

ATTN: College Students.
Miss- matched mattress
clearance sale. SMITH
MATTRESS FACTORY,
Symsonie, Ky. 502-8513160.
Butcher
FOR Sale:
blocks. 1610 Kirkwood Dr,
GOLD formica kitchen table dwith 4 brown upholstered chairs. All in good
condition, $75. Large sectional sofa with end recliners, needs new cover, best
offer. 759-0168.

AUTOMOTIVE SALESPERSON
Cain's Chryiser-Plymouth-Dodge-Jeep
is looking for a people-oriented person
who wants to sell America's Hottest
selling vehicles, at a Chrylser 5 Star
Dealership. Call for an interview appointment. 502-753-6448 ask for
Robert Stillwell.

Cain,s411„,„

LEER topper, red, for midsize truck. Excellent condition Call 474-8340after
5pm.

C,'‘RY.St ER•rtruourlf.000GEVEEP

HWY.641 N • MURRAY, KY • 753-8448

MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career) Do you want to earn 5501(+ per yea0
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
people I

surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The
am looking for must be honest. sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much entoy talking to
you. and explain the benefits our company has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens

Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call tor directions it needed No resume please
I hirlwie, riot paper. E.O.E.

The Classifieds

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A -Service is a handy clip-out
section running each Monday in the
classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad,
regularly priced at $12.50, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective June 1, 1997
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

1"•leiesiessiso••••--'
'

23F1 Chns Craft with cuddy and rear wing. 7534509.

Murray, Kentucky Area
If you are your own best boss and looking for a great career opportunity, let's talk. We're
run Allstate
looking for qualified self-starters with the financial means to effectively
Agents
Exclusive
Allstate
in
s
the
possibilitie
the
will
highlight
following
agencies. The
program:
• 18-month base compensation salary and office expense allowance
• New and renewal commission in addition to a base salary
computer
• Complete assistance in office set-up...furniture package, slgnage,
,
typewriter
machine,
answering
system, fax machine, copier, phone system,
brochures
of
your
all
and
stationary
miscellaneous office supplies,
and
• Start-Up assistance...from an office expense fund for eighteen months
an ongoing advertising program
• Established benefits package
• Brand name recognition of Allstate Insurance Company
• Economic Interest In your Book of Customers
Grab this great chance to join a recognized insurance industry leader offering a multi-line
owner
portfolio of products, while you enjoy the flexibility of an independent business
limitless!
potential
your
is
bright,
future
When you're in charge, your

tate
Alls
In

You're

Good Hands.

s
Call 1-800-450-1996 for more information or mall your resume to Human Resource
45241,
Office, One Crowns Point, Suite 320, Cincinnati, Ohio,
1111nola
Equal Opportunity Employer WEIDN 1991 Allstate Insurance Company Northbrook,

"
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•
•
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340
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MomsFor SIM

HOT tub For more information call 759-3656

THE GREEN DOOR
Sale! Sale! Sale!
antiques,
KiRBY vacuum cleaners, Collectibles,
books $100 & up 60s
bags belts & hoses
Jerry's Spoiling Goods, Columbia bike, tables,
depression
dressers,
Mayfield 502-247-4704
glass, Avon. Hummel, etc,
14k1
LADIES
gold nng, tct
etc, etc. Lots more! Open
with center Marguise and
Thur, Fri & Sat, 10am6 Baguettes, wedding
1-502-436-2929
6pm.
included
band
Appraised
From Murray, 94E to 732
at 52900 will sell for best
about 5 miles. turn nght for
offer Call 759-3100, 8-5
2 7 miles
After 5, 759-9566

4

MOVING: Equipment must
go Kubota lawn tractor,
Snapper riding mower,
trailer, air compressor, radial arm saw, Maytag
washer/ dryer, hide-a-bed
436-2669

TRANE Central Air Conditioning Unit
8 yrs old
$100. 753-9912.
TREADMILL, 5.0 horsepower with incline $100
759-1479
TY Beanie Babies for sale
Ears, Ouackers, Gracey &
more Call 49243566 after
5pm

2- LANE Traditionai wing
back rocker recliners like
new, $250 ea or $400
both 753-7443
QUEEN size waterbed
frame, liner & heater, $30
Drop in stove, brown, self
cleaning oven, $40. Call
753-B184 days, 436-5930
nights
SELL, buy, consign preowned, good used furniture & accessones
753-2733

HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
WEEKLY SALE ITEMS
Sidewalk Sale Days
Register for $100
MOVING Sale' Everything
Shopping Spree
bedSolid
oak
must go
NURSERY STOCK
room suites, Antique pia$9.99 3gal size
no, solid wood bunk beds,
Burford'
Holly.
Beanie
Babies.
Buy,
TV
753Call
single beds etc
-sell, or trade. New & re- Compacta Holly.
0147
tired. Glory, Fortune, Jake, Old Gold Juniper.
money-back
MOWERS
Fetch, Wisper, Jabber and Little princess Spiraea.
guarantee 753-8292
many more. 641 N. look Upnght Nandina.
NEARLY new diamond cut for sign. Fn. 4-8 & Sat 8- Crape Myrtle.
Fashion Azalea.
Challenger tool box with 12.
Girard's Rose Azalea.
full length lid 62" long.
and
windows
WOOD
Girard's Renee Azalea.
$175. Call 474-8340, after
doors See at 1520 Oxford Girard's Crimson Azalea.
5pm.
offer.
Make
after
4pm.
Dr,
Junipers 1/2 price
PIONEER stereo system,
15S
Crimson King Maples.
25 CD Disk changer, 5
25°/o off
speakers, dual cassette
Flowenng Altheas- 1/2
tape & loaded 767-0731
ABSOCOLD dorm size re- price
PROM Dresses: Black frigerator, used one se- Green Monkey Grass
w/sequins, size 9/10. Teal mester. Good condition, $2.00.
green w/sequins & beads, $50. Call 753-6165.
SOILS/ MULCHES
size 11/12. Both worn one
25% Off
time only. Call 753-0943 MAYTAG gas dryer, 3 yrs. Pine Nuggets. Pine Mulct:
after 4:30pm.
old, excellent condition. Cypress Mulch. Hardwood
Mulch. Peat Moss.
$250.
753-9388.
or
SEE us for your barn
GREENHOUSE
roof metal. Cut to length. STACKING washer/dryer,
Flowering Annuals 1 gal.
Westinghouse,
Covers 36 inches, many white
$3.49
colors. Economy Metal & washer needs pump. 759Tropical Hibscus 3 gal.
4284.
Supply Co. 489-2722.
$4.99
Mini Roses 3/$10.00
Flowering Hanging
Baskets $4.99
Geraniums 4" 3/$4.99
Herbs 4" 3/$4.99
Clematis 2 sizes 1/2 price
PERENNIALS
1 gal. $3.99
conditioning treatment
Salvia 'Purple Rain'
w/purchase of hair cut & style. Hardy Statice
Creeping Phlox 'Bluespink'
Pam Ruddle Roberson • Joyce Rogers Garland
2 gal $5.99
Forget Me Nots
Tues. - Fri. 8-6 • Sat. 8-2
Basket of Gold
Bell Flower
615-C Southside Shopping Center
Plume Poppy
Bergenia
Yarrow
GARDEN CENTER
'Mexican Pottery 25% off
'Summer Candles 1/2
price
Computer Repair, Upgrade,
"Summer Napkins 25% off
Training & Installation
"Plastic Drinkware 25% off
Water Garden Plants
Giant Papyrus, $15.00
Water Hyacinths, $3.00
All Lilies, $20.00
Varigated Reed, $5.00
Zebra Rush, $6.00
Justin Crosser
Taro, $7.00
Umbrella Palm, $5.00.
Support Specialist
Nursery Outlet
(502) 759-8662 1709 College Farm Rd.

Hair Port

FREE

753-7455

Tech

(502) 853-3967

Or

Murray, KY 42071

July Special!
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of July.
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture

TOBACCO wagons, end
loaders, $325. Side loaders, $225. 492-8774.
200
Sports Equipment

220
Musical

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri, Sat. 9-3

GEMEINHARDT flute, like
new. Call 753-6165

Free Delivery • 753-4566
12X70 2 BR 1 1/2 bath.
Good condition. $4200
cash firm. 884-5330.

Water Gardens
8
Landscape Pools
Make the summer heat enjoyable with water
trickling into a fascinating, refreshing, water
garden or landscape pool.
Now is the time for installation.

Xentucky Green
Barbara or Don weotherspoon

502-472-1445
Lk])

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Now, regardless of HEALTH, you
can purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Board of the KY
Health Purchasing Alliance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents
of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a quote. You can now
change and shop for price alone. If your
present policy is over 12 months old,
you do not have any waiting period for
pre-existing conditions.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

-111VT-Ifill111111*100

28R, 202 S
8101

NEAR Untversby- 2 room
furnished efficiency Avail2BR central gas h/a, ap- able Aug 1st Living room
pliances
furnished kitchenette combo bed$300/mo Coleman RE room, bath has tub/ shower Central electric heat
753-9898
OLDER trailer in good 28R. duplex, central h/a, and cooling Ground Boor,
shape, 2br, bath, living stove, refrigerator, dish- $210 deposit, $21Ormo
room & kitchen, $3500 washer, w/d hook-up Co- 753-4560 (9am- 5pm)
NOW available- 1br apart474-2708
leman RE 753-9898
REPO Mobile Home for 3BR apt, located at 703 S ment, furnished and paid
sale 1996 So Lifestyle, 3 4th St. $300/mo, $300 de- utilities Lease and deposit
required Near downtown
BR, 2 bath $500 down
posit, 1yr lease Call 753No pets 436-2755
Call 1-800-411-0883
0839 or 436-2935
WE otter finished shee- 3BR, 2 bath 5353 121 REDECORATED spacious
trock, Pella windows. & South $400 month rent/ 2br duplex, Ghia, appliances
1600 Ridgewood,
much, much more Cus- deposit No pets 489$375/mo Call 753-8096
tom order your new home 2296
2BR, brick, patio, w/d
or buy from our huge se
3BR, stove/refngerator fur- hook-up, shade No pets
lection. Dinkins Mobile
nished. Central h/a. De- $355/mo
753-6931
Homes, Inc , Lake Hwy,
posit & leave required.
Pans, TN.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 31303 Chestnut St,
1-80n 6.12-4P(l 1
4br house wiwasher & dry759-4696_
er, furnished, near MSU
AVAILABLE
now, 2br,
Inquire at 1210 Main St
downtown,
furnished,
753-1252 before 5pm,
$255. 2BR duplex in Almo,
2BR mobile home. Newly c/h/a, stove, refrig., w/d, 753-0606 after 5pm.
remodeled Trash pick-up $375. New 1br apt in uni- VERY nice 2br, 11/2 baths
& water furnished. $225 versity Heights. Stove, re- Townhouse
Appliances
month plus deposit. Call frig, w/d, dishwasher, furnished w/washer & dry759-1835
$325. M-F, 8-5, 753-4937. er, $500/mo, 1 yr lease 1
2BR trailer. No pets. Ref- CURRENTLY taking appli- mo deposit. No pets.
erences needed. Call 753- cations for rental assis- 753-2905, 753-7536.
9866.
tance on 1, 2 & 3br units
NICE mobile home for for qualified applications.
rent. No pets. References. Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Call 492-8348 evenings.
TRAILER for rent, 3 bed- Equal Housing Opportuni- FURNISHED rooms for
room, 2 bath Call 436- ty TDD# 1-800-247-2510. rent across from MSU.
DUPLEX, Puryear, 2br, $250/mo, utilities paid. De6050.
stove, refrigerator, w/d posit & references rehookup, carport, storage. quired 924-0901.
1/2 ACRE, $100/mo 7536012
MOBILE home lot for rent
in small park. Concrete
drive & sidewalk, trash
pickup, lawn mowed. Located on Hwy 641, Hazel,
$110 per mo. 492-8488.

4 CAR shop for rent 7534509

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
BLOCK 4- 4bay garage.
Located in central business district, 1/2 block from
new
court
house,
$415,000. Chambers Realty. 759-9989.
COMMERCIAL building,
3600 sq ft, suitable for pizza parlor, restaurant, spaghetti house. Excellent to
offices or showroom on
busy highway. Off street
parking. 502-767-9787.
DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451.

EXTRA nice 2br, Townhouse. Includes washer &
dryer, $460 plus deposit.
No pets, available August
1. 435-4294
FOR rent: 2br Townhouse
apt, central electric h/a",
range, refrigerator, dishwasher, garbage disposal,
w/d hookup. On Stadium
View Dr, $400/mo, no
pets. Call 753-7559 or
753-7550.
GARAGE apt, 404 St. 8th
St. No pets, $200 per
month. Call 759-4771.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income.
62 & older, or handicap &
disabled. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
502-3548888.
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
Mon.-Fri.
8am-5pm,
Equal
(502)753-8668,
Housing Opportunity.

320

12X70, 3BR, 11/2 bath,
$4000 obo, Locate Riviera
Courts. 767-0607, 10am5pm leave message.
16X80 FRANKLIN mobile
home (93), 3 bedroom, 2
full bath, extra nice, c/h/a,
dishwasher,
hardwood
floors, dining room_ Must
sell, moving. 753-7731_
1985
FLEETWOOD
14x70. 2br, dishwasher,
microwave, central h/a.
753-9866.

Houses For Rent
1 BR house, washer, dry
er, stove, refrigerator fur
nished. Deposit and refer
ences required. $275 a
month. No pets. 753-5745.
2 BEDROOM, 't , 'bath,
1007 Main St., wather
dryer hook up, no apOligii

1BR Diuguld Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR, completely remodeled, new stove & refrigerator. Call 753-8588
2BD in Northwood $325
a month 753-3964

2BR, 2 bath with garage,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $525/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets, 753-2905 or
753-7536.

3BR, 2 bath 753-4444

Huge Garage
Sale
94 E. to 280 41/2 f111.
Wright Rd. - 1 mile
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Queen soh side,
water
bed, ac..
washer & dryer, pots
& pans, glassware,
fan, nice
ceiling

Garage Sale
641 to Coles
Campground Rd.
then follow the
signs Mathis
Farms
Subdivision
SAT ONLY

3BR, central gas ft/a, ceiling fans, appliances furnished, w/d hookup, nice
backyard $430 plus deposit, no pets References
required 753-1059
4 BEDROOMS, 3 bath
1705 Miller. Available Aug
1 519-8020
6BR 3 bath house for
rent N 16th & Miller
Available August 15th Call
Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444
NICE 2br, central air,
stove, refrigerator, w/d
Lease, no animals, storage shed, near college
$500 deposit. $500/mo.
753-7920

360
Storage Rentals

EASTSIDE

BP
STORAGE

119 Main • 753-6266

2 BR, 1 bath, A-frame in
Almo. Stove, refrigerator,
furnished, w/d hookup,
large yard. $300 month.
Lease & deposit required.
CREEKVIEW
435-4035
Self-storage warehouses
2BR house with carport, on Center Drive behind
w/d hookup. 120 Suggs Shoney s
$20-$40/mo
Rd (Lynn Grove area) 759-4081
$350 per month plus deposit. No pets. Call 753Neon Beach
2900 or 489-2870.
Mini-Storage

753-3853
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

All Size Units
Available

753-0113

753-5585
380
Pets &Supplies
ADORABLE half Siamese
kittens, 7 weeks old, long
hair. Asking $10/ea. Call
759-9215.
AKC Registered Boxers
759-4843

('harbroiled

Iliekor Smoked

Nally
1 lb BBQ
Pkg Buns
P11. Cale Saw
Ps4. Pat Wad

$10.99

Dail Lunch Specials

Chicken
Burgers
Pond 14:Used
('all is!'
II a.m.-2 p.m.

McKnight 6 Sons
Sawmill
Now Buying Standing
Timber & Logs
Call 753-5305
or 753-9351

"STOP"
[
410A Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle'?

HALEY'S
and

DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
DOG pen, 10x6x6, 2yrs
old $100 753-0956
FOR sale: Beagle puppies,
Saddle Back, 4 females. 1
male, 6wks old, $25- $40.
Father is AKC registered
753-0278,
LABRADOR Retrievers,
AKC, male/ female. All
Chocolate.
Champion
blood line. Hunting stock
502-753-9786.
390
Livestock & Supplies
30FT horse trader w/camper, completely finished,
$6,000 obo. 762-0009,
LLAMAS, young Peacocks
& Barbados Sheep for
sale. Call Jerry at Fern
Terrace for further information, 753-7109.
PINK EYE Mineral. Fly
control mineral. Anaplaz
mineral. All available at
Farmers Farmacy. 7592248.

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving

1429 Pottertown Rd.
(3rd house past East Elem.)
Sat., 7 a.m.-1 p.m. August 1
Lots of fishing equip., guns, high
chair/double stroller, toys, items from an
estate, old dishes/hand saws, clothing all
sizes, linens, kitchen items. Something for
everyone. 753-2643

Huge First Time Yard Sale
94 W turn left on 783 to 893(Hub
Erwin Rd.) 1st house on right
492-8317
Sat., 7 a.m.-7 p.m.•Sun., 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
11 yr collection, children's (girls) name brand shoes, clothes
sizes 3 mo to 12 youth, toys, home building supplies. glass
sliding doors. storm windows, shower stall, tools. oak doors,
bedroom furniture, antique trunk, antique sewing machine,
microwave, futon, old wood teacher's desk, canning jars,
bush hog, bedding, baby furniture, Beanie Babies. Barbie
and accessories, adult clothing, misc , household & personal items

Moving Sale
94 E. to Duncan's Market, right
on 732, go 5 miles, right at
Russell Chapel Church
Saturday
8 a.m.
All yard equip., mowers, spreaders, tiller, shop
tools, wood stove, sofa/hide-a-bed, washer,
dryer, compound bow, books, lots of misc.
household items.

Yard Sale
2 miles out on 121 South.
Watch for signs.
Sat., Aug. 1 •7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Girls & women's, some men's clothes, household items, some crafts, vacuum cleaner, toys,
Little Tykes doll house & farm with barn, furniture & people included, Little Tykes grocery
cart, Fisher Price kitchen & food. Small bike
excel. condition. Riding motorized jeep, all toys
excellent condition. and much more misc.
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Yard Sale

Clc
ho

5191 St. Rt. 94 E.
Approx. 3 mi out of city.
Sat., August 1
6 a.m.-1 p.m.
Furniture, clothes, toys, cd's, tools,
drapes, craft acc., Barbies, something for
everyone.

Two Party Moving Sale

SOI

Hwy. 94 E to 280 approx. 4
miles on the right
Fri - 31 & Sat Aug 1
7 a.m.-?

evE
Ga
wh

w/CD, console t.v.,
Xerox copier, table and chairs, bookshelves,
king size waterbed w/drawers, exercise equipment, barstools, iron vanity, curtains, dishes,
Yamaha waverunner & four wheeler, DON'T
MISS THIS ONE!

Home & portable stereos

Ht

Huge Garage Sale
Take 94 E to Irvin Cobb Rd.
About 11/2 miles on Irvin Cobb
watch for signs.
Fri & Sat 7 a.m.-12 noon

Fur
dim
gla!

Girls clothes up to 4T, boys clothes up to
14, women's & men's clothes, lots of
household items, lots of toys, girls and
boys bikes, ride on toys. Something for
everyone.

Community Garage Sale
at New Concord on Hwy 121
Brick House with White Columns
on hill.

7:30 s.m. - 5 p.m.

Concrete mixer, lawn mower motor, toys, stereo
equip., fish aquarium & supplies, furniture,

Monday-Friday

8a.

7

Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun.

Closed Saturday

Car

Yard Sale

Classifieds
Office Open

'

Rental
Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Bicy
treai
wntE
item

VA

489-2796

2BR, all appliances, located in New Concord. $250
month, $250 deposit. 6mo
or 1yr lease. 435-4314 ask
for James.

Ci

Good stuff, no baby
items

38FI bnck w/carport $500
mo 753-1769

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166

(CIP siffilik ILA CP

HMI
R
1 viirivr-loiir

Sim

clothes & shoes

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
ble last part of August.
Cunningham Auto Repair
2 BEDROOM, single bath, 753-3571
gas heat, washer/ dryei
hookup, $325 mo, $300
deposit. 753-4959 after
6pm.

2BR apt, some utilities
paid. No pets. 767-9037.
28R duplex, 1200 + sq ft,
1 large bath with 2 sinks,
separate utility, welkin
closets, carport, landscaped yard 1800 Ridgewood,
$500/mo. Lease, deposit,
no pets 753-0814.

3BR house for rent, carport appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

ces. $325 month. Refgen-'
ces required. Call 5273664 Benton, KY. Availa-

1BR apt available, all appliances, larger than most
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444.

1991 CLAYTON 14x70, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, completely furnished, plus extras. Very nice home. Before you buy new, call 2BR duplex, central h/a,
about this one. 489-2022.
dishwasher, microwave,
1994
BUCCANEER, w/d hook-up. No pets.
16x80, 3br, 2 full baths. $420/mo. Security deposit.
Partly furnish, front & rear 492-8393.
decks. 1YR left on warran- 2BR near
mpus. No
ty, $23,500 obo 436-5692 pets Cal! 753-1203.
after 5pm.
2BR upstairs apt. 4 miles
1997 DUTCHESS 14X72 on 121 S. No pets,
2br, 2 bath, vinyl siding & $285/mo + deposit. 489shingled roof, gas heat &
2296.
stove, central air. $20,000.
753-3716, 251-0031
2BR, 1 bath duplex. No
pets, w/d hookup, applian1994
At16x80,
FOR sale:
lanta, 3br, 2 full baths, gas ces, deposit, 1yr lease,
heat, central air Setting on $300/mo 436-2816
a beautiful lot in country,
but 5 minutes from anywhere Maybe moved Patio deck in back, front
porch w/swtng. landscaped Call 759-9215.

340

clarion'
Fo

2BR, w/d hookup, water
furnished, $380/mo plus
deposit 753-9620
3 BR, 1 bath, central heat
and air, brick with hardwood floors, range. refrigerator, washer/dryer hookup. $600 month 7599746

NORTH of Murray - 2 BR,
2 BA, no pets, $450 a
month plus deposit. 7534837 or after 5 p.m. 7534717.
THREE bedroom, stove,
refrigerator, microwave,
SLEEPING
MOM
washer & dryer_ Central
$150/mo. Coleman RE.
h/a, $350 month, $350 de753-9898.
posit, 1yr lease. 435-4314
ask for James.

ALPINE
)ockradrosclabe

SMALL business or office
space. Paid utilities. 7536106

1, 2 & 3BR units available
immediately. Apply at MurCal
Apartments,
902
Northwood
Dr.
Equal
Housing Opportunity. 7594984. TDD# 1-800-2472510.

753-

EMBASSY apts now leasing. Nice 2br $300, central
gas heat, c/a, close to
campus. No pets. Coleman RE. 753-9898.

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-4509, 753-6612.

1 OR 2br apts. near down
own Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.

11th

clean, quiet, $400/mo plus
deposit. No pets.
901-382-3495.

Apartments For Rent
BERTHA rorls, 10 clubs
RCH96 shaft, like new
$600. 753-92PQ

2 miles N.of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing

LARGE selection of 1998
lot models for sale Come
by & see!' Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Lake Hwy
Pans, TN
1-800-642-4891

For Rent

- ..

clothing for all ages, lots more. Rain or Shine 436-2487

CC

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Sum dim
Yard Sale
1602

Sale

Canterbury
Fri. & Sat.
7/31-8/1

31es

Id Rd.
N the
this

Bicycle, golf clubs,
treadmill, tv, typewnter, books, baby

.ion
LY

items, and more

GOO

XmIzm
."I

Yard Sale

1625 Hamilton
Ave.
Sat. Only
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

804 N. 18th St.

wheel,
Pottery
plumb & build supplies, fum , clothing
& toys

7:00-?

Saturday
Aug. 1

Love

TR

1556
Canterbury Dr.

152 4th St. Old

Aug. 1-Sat
8a.m.-12 noon
Weight bench,
light fixture,
clothes, and misc.

n.)
t
high

)m an
ing all

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

46 Camelot
Drive

1662 Calloway
Ave.
August 1
8-5 p.m.

(in Kingswood)

ing for

Sat., Aug. 1
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Luggage, furniture,
clothes,
fabric,
goods,
household
miscellaneous

ub

i p.m.
clothes
,s. glass
ik doors.
nachine
ing Jars,
Bartle
person-

ight
at

r, shop
tasher,
misc

Huge 4 family yard
many
too

sale

items

to

name.

Something

for

everyone.

Moving Sale

Yard Sale

507 Broad (off

402 Maplewood

Sycamore)

Estates, East 94

Sat., Aug. 1
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

one mile out.

Aug. 1, Sat.
7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Crib, playpen, children's clothing, and
adult
furnishings,
kitchen
clothing,
baskets,
items,
plants

Cd's,
Glassware,
couch, Cole colclothes,
lectibles,
western duster & hat

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

1610 Belmont Dr.
Saturday 8/1/98
8 a.m.-Noon

Hwy. 121 N. 1
mile W. of
Coldwater
Saturday
8:00 -?

Large selection of children's clothes, toys,
games, and school
Large
supplies.
women's clothes and
items
household
Baseball cards

1.

Almo
Sat., 7:30-2
All
LOW PRICES
size adult clothes
and girls newborn12 months & 4T,
baby items, exercise
colcat
equip.,
much
lectibles,
more.

Trinkets, toys, men's
old
2
suits,
wardrobes, clothes,
etc No Early Sales

n.

louser, toys,
, furni-

Yard Sale

Moving Sale
1606 Sycamore St.

irocery
ill bike
311 toys
C.

1403 Garland Ct.

Sat., Aug. 1

in Spring Creek

8 a.m.-?
Books, shoes, futon,
glass, records, clothes,
plus sizes, glass coffee.
end tables, chest w/rmrror,
stuff,
kitchen
remodeling odds &
ends, bike, light fixtures & much more.

Oaks

Sat., Aug. 1
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Clothes, bicycles,
household items
etc.

ty.

ng for

't

Large Yard
Sale - In
Doors

Murray on 641 Hwy

Best Western

in front of Four Star

Racer Inn

Mobile Home

Fri & Sat

Sat., Aug. 1
7:00-1:00

7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Something for
everyone - books,
Garfield collectibles,
what not

le
4

)1e t.v.,
"elves,
equipfishes,
DON'T

38R, 11/2 bath, half basement on 2 acres in Hazel
Nice neighborhood on quiet deadend street 2 Car
garage, pool, shade trees,
NG/CE heat and air.
$65,000 492-6165

seat, toys

waterbed shell

s and

171 Coles

miles #3493

Campground Rd.

Large white
house on right

Take 641N, left onto
Coles Campground Rd.
- 4th hse on left

Saturday

Sat. Only

8 a.m.-Noon

8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Boy clothing sz. 4-7,
adult clothing, some
like new, many misc.
items.

ig for

4

;ale
21
imns

stereo
,fliture,
Shine -

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

753-1916 For

47.#11WIMMINsegelf

1302 Peggy
Ann Dr.
8/1/98
8 a.m.
2 p.m.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Details

NEW 3br, 2 bath brick, ceramic tile flooring, formal
dining room w/hardwood
ficionng, 2500 sq tt under
roof with 1400 sq ft bonus
room upstairs in Highland
Oak Subdivision. 7590892 or 767-0294

BEST buy in Canterbury
Don't miss this 3br, 2 bath
with formal living room,
family room with fireplace,
central gas heat & air Reduced to $97,000 Call today' Kopperud Realty
753-1222
BRICK ranch in city, 3br, 1
bath, all city utilities,
$65,000 Chambers Realty, 759-9989

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

10 ACRES in Kirksey
area $20,000 Call 4892056 after 5pm
10+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees, 9/10 of a mile from
KY Lake. Good homesite,
private entrance off of
main road, $28,000. Serious inquires only please.
Call 474-8704.
ACREAGE
4+ Acres, off of Highland
Rd. Mature Trees, pnvate
road, good building site,
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
$10,000. Call 474-8704 after 5pm.
GREAT investment property. New duplex in residential area, 909 N. 20th
St. Family room, kitchen
w/all appliances, washer,
dryer, 2 baths, 2 bedrooms,(Large master bedroom with walk in closet &
private bath). Gas heat,
central air, flooring in Berber carpet & tile. Ready
first of August. Call 7533966.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
and
ous
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
PROPERTY for sale: 20
acres on Johnny Robertson Road. Duplex on 94
west, 2 apts with 3 bedrooms each. Three bedroom brick house. Subdivision lots Call 753-5541.

UNFINISHED cabin near
lake. 2 Bedroom, 24x24
$14,900 759-9466

Yard Sale

JUST REDUCED' Possibilibes galore in this 3 or 4
bedroom vinyl ranch 4th
Bedroom could be an office or den, some hardwood floors, all appliances
including the washer and
dryer Walk to university,
shopping, schools and
hospital Call Kopperud
Realty
753-1222. MLS$3001198

38R, 2 bath, central hie,
garage, appliances Coleman RE 753-9898
38R, 2 bath, custom design kitchen. dining/ sunhardwood
room, oak
floors, 2 car garage 1 Mile
west of Murray, 269 King
Dr 753-1306
4BR new brick home 3 full
baths, formal dining huge
kitchen, lots of closets, 2
car garage Buy now and
pick your carpet color Call
753-3903

Kids clothing, toys,
furniture, something
for everyone.

GEIIISOLD

)ts of

Yard Sale
2 Party

BY owner, fully furnished
waterfront cottage with
double lot in Blood River
area. For full details call
Olive
Mike Conley at
Branch Realty 767-9900.

Moving Sale

Furniture, toys, bedding, lots of dishes &
glassware.

up to

5 mi. south of

Hwy. 121 S. 21/2

Friday &

d.
obb

Yard Sale

SOUTHWEST Villa, 3 bedroom brick, 1849 sq tt living area, approximately
700sq ft unfinished upstairs Living room with cathedral ceiling, dining
room, eat in kitchen with
bay window. 3 baths, utility, double car garage.
GREAT VALUE' 1603
fenced in backyard with
Dodson, 3br, 2 baths dr, 12x20
outbuilding,
huge lot, central rva, new
$142,000 753-5761 for
carpet, hardwood floors, appointment.
$73,500 Call 762-4483 or
345-2748 after 5

BY Owner 2br brick Wettachecl garage Hardwood
floors, central h/a, city gas
1 5 acres
water,
&
1 Mile past
$42,500
Graves Co line on 121 N
489-2440 leave message
if no answer

38R, 1 bath block in Marshall Co Conveniently located to Murray, Benton.
Paducah. tie lake 8 Mayfield, $39.500 Chambers
Realty, 759-9989
3BR, 11/2 bath, fenced
landscaped,
backyard,
3yrs old Possibly trade for
house 8 acreage 7536725

o baby

Yard Sale

530
Used Trucks

15

1998

530

I
I

Garage Sale

YARD SALE

FRIDAY, JULY 31

NEW all brick, 3br natural
gas, new appliances, central, double garage, large
lot. Metcalf Lane in North
Villa Sub. Call 753-8237 or
437-4783
NEW all red brick, 3 BR
house, hot tub, large attic,
natural gas, central, double garage, large lot is
landscaped. Metcalf Lane
in North Villa Sub. Call
437-4783 or 753-8237

BY OWNER
Brick & vinyl sided house,
Southwest side of town,
1509 Danbury, dead end
street, quiet neighborhood
Remodeled 3 bedroom, 1
bath, carport with storage
& wood deck off master
bedroom, fenced backyard. Wall heat, a/c, ceiling
fans 8 wood stove with
hearth 8 mantel. Dishwasher & w/d hookup.
1032 sq ft $56,000. Call
759-4936

NEW home, 1754 sq ft w/2
car garage, 3br, 2 bath, living room, dining room,
12x30 deck on 2 acres,
$120,000. 767-0731.
OLDER, 11/2 story brick,
3br, 1 bath in county. Natural gas, window air, city
water, attached garage,
$57,500 Chambers Realty, 759-9989

NEW 3br, 2 bath house,
1/2 acre lot, natural gas,
North School Dist. Stella
area. 489-2671 after 5.

Edwina to see if you may
qualify. Grey's Properties.
759-2001, 767-9435

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300
1-800-874-0256

U.S. Highway
45 South

Mayfield
Kentucky

Now is a Great Time to Build
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1 ACRE lot wooded. 767
9435
BUILDING soon? Seller financing could help you
purchase this one acre
building lot in subdivision
with county water. For full
details call Mike Conley at
Olive Branch Realty 7679900.

Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487

HAMLIN, 2 beautiful/ pnvale lots at deadend
$1,900. 436-5016. after
6pm.

trevivw.kantucky.hornes.com
earolwood@msn.com

CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS
121/2 ACRES of wooded
land. Very pnvate and secluded in Calloway county
354-6062.

•Hefini%h

•Ht.pairs

•Instailation •Border Inht
.VWEI(.4 th/icti

460
111 1 17".
11.1

4i4

1400 DIUGUID 1 2 bedroom log home, 100X200
lot, all city services Close
to university. $49,900
502-927-9191.

3u Y & August Special

10%s
1111 I

CUSTOM bulldozing &
1977 Itasca 25 moto- backhoe work, septic sys84, 3WHEELER, 200 E, rhome Limited edition, tems, 354-8161 after 4pnri
new tires, good condition, sleeps 4 Must see to ap- Horace Sholar
preciate Call 759-8373
$700 759-9946

GARDEN tilling, bushhogging. small lobs, dnveways
graded with box blade
Gerald Carroll 492-6159

1986 YAMAHA Maxin
650, sharp bike, $800
753-7731

NASCAR go cart, lyr old, 1989, 17F T camper by
hardly used $500 obo Skyline has roof aor &
Call 759-2410
awning Like new 710
Glendale Rd, Murray. KY

1989 FORD Bronco Eddie
Bauer, 140xxx miles, excellent condbon, new tires
and wheels Will consider
reasonable otters, $4900
753-8809 days, 759-9040
nights
1993 JEEP Grand Chero
kee. Excellent condition
Can see on Oaks Country
Club Road. 759-9251
1994 CHEVROLET Blazer, 4dr, 4x4, Em Green,
neutral interior, LT, loaded,
excellent condition 3546062
490

1978 CAMARO Z-28, red,
400 small block, rebuilt
350 trans, $2500 obo
759-4573
1986 BUICK Regal, 2
door, V8, automatic, a/c,
p/s, p/b, 49xxx miles,
$3650. 753-7443

1995 CHEVY Camaro.
black. 5 speed, tinted windows, p/w, pit. keyless entry, ext warranty, 50xxx
miles, $11,000. 489-2727
after 5
1995 MAZDA Millenia.
loaded, dark green/ tan
leather. Excellent condiMichelins,
New
tion.
$14,000. 489-2022.
1995 Olds 88 Royale.
35,XXX miles, non-smokestate,
er, to settle
$10,500. 436-5039

1995 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, white, 4dr, pw/l,
55xxx miles. $8500 obo.
753-8613.
1996 BUICK Park Avenue,
loaded, white/ blue cloth
interior 20xxx miles, excellent condition. Asking
$19,250. 436-5309.
1997 Chevy malibu. Ma15XXX
int
roon/gray
mules, $11,800 759-9404
leave message

88 Venture camper, part
model, a 10'x28' attached
screen room Lots of extras Located at Lake View
Resort, New Concord
436-2371
520
Boots & Motors

Sanding & Finishing
Iral5eidiaisi•mew woad Soon
51W-759-52Sn

1995 SUNCRUISER pontoon, teal & salmon color,
bimini top, 115hp Evinrude. Apprx 30hrs, like
new. 435-4602 or 5598510_

1ST Class Yard Care
Mowing, mulching, landscaping, trimming, etc
759-0670 leave message

(502) 437-4545

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
24 Hr Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
Equipment
Free Estimates

Tree Trimming
Tree Stump
Removal
Licensed
& Insured

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

3-D DOZING
Backhoe. septic, & gravel
hauling. Dnveways. foundations 502-437-4969
A&A Lamb Bros complete
lawn work We do landscaping. junk hauling, &
cleanup work Free estimates Mark Lamb. 4365791.
A-1 Tree Professionals
removal, tree
Stump
spraying Serving Murray,
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492-8737

Blue Grass Backhoe
Septic Systems - New or Repair
Stumps & Trees Removed
General Cleanup & Hauling
Water Drainage Problems
Licensed - Insured

(502) 436-5790
.
vyyvvvyvyvvvvvyvv.

Al Al A Tree Service,
removal,
tree
Stump
raking,
spraying. leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulcn hauling & mulch
spreading. gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment Free ec
bmates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling.
Additions,
Repairs. Roofing, Decks
etc One Call Does It ALL
No Job Too Small
492-6267

INSURED

LICENSED

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling. Junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds. tree
work 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs.
AGC certified 435-4272
ALL Types of Work
Landscaping, mulching,
hedge trimming, sidewalk
edging,
Tree Trimming and
Removal.
Brush clearer, bush hogging, gutters, lawn, sweeping, hauling, lots more
Fast, courteous service
Message 753-2092

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
1989 DODGE Caravan,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
156xxx miles. automatic, All brands, Kenmore 30+
a/c, tilt, cruise Blue/ wood years experience BOBBY
panel. Excellent condition, HOPPER. 436-5848
asking $3000 obo. Call
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
474-8102.
Factory trained by 3 major
1991 Ford Aerostar ma- manufacturers. All work
roon, PW/PL, excellent and parts warranted Ask
condition. $4800. 527- for Andy at The Appliance
1897.
Works, 753-2455
BACKHOE SERVICE
CUSTOMIZED 1978 Che- ROY HILL, Septic system.
vy van, new engine, new
drive-ways, hauling, fountires, $2500. 759-2276.
dations, etc. 436-2113.
BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
1960 Chevrolet 3/4 ton builders 502-436-2007 or
pickup. Long bed, side- 502-436-5264
step, in fair condition BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
$1000. 753-7107 after 6 All work guaranteed Free
p.m.
estimates 753-1134.
492-8584
1980 FORD F-250, 4x4,
$3500 762-0009
BUSHHOGGING. Lawns
1982 CHEVY Custom De- rototilled Tractor with 5ft
luxe, p/w, ;A, tilt, cruise, rototiller Also, haul gravel
and a/c, tool box Good for dnveways and spread
tires, $2995 435-4602 or Jonesy 437-4030
559-8510
CARPET cleaned by Con
1990 BRONCO, 4x4, Ed- Techs Murray Carpet &
die Bauer, $4000 firm. Call Upholstery Cleaning
7534300 anytime
753-4683.

ASO

Septic System
Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

PONTOON boat. 1989
model, Solidcraft, custom
built, 26tt, w/Evinrude motor, $3900 obo. Call 7531653, 759-1894 leave
message.

raw

WI/
i)21

CERTAINTEED vinyl replacement widows, full 5
year unlimited warianty
76 Ford PU V8 $1000 lifetime replacement parts
Wolverine vinyl siding
OBO 251-2832
492-8723
SellMUST
Moving 1997
F-150 Ford Lariat Great COLSON HOME REPAIR
truck Call 759-9215 leave Additions garages. decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
message if not home
expel ience 75320yrs
510
5592.

CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks fencing
pole barns, sheds, carports Also repair 7 rebuild
Excellent workmanship
Affordable rates
753-7860
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders.
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

hilt'

iir .111:111

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

1994 DODGE Ram 3500
flatbed 753-8613

1987 CHRYSLER 5th Ave.
Runs good, nice clean car.
$1800. 901-247-3984.
OPEN HOUSE
Friday August 7th, 4-7p.m 1988 CHEVROLET Cap3BR, 1BA, brick home nce Classic, 67xxx miles,
Nice subdivision. 3125 light blue, all power, reliaOld Salem Rd. Pnce re- ble, excellent shape. 759duced' $76,900. 753- 5858.
1159.
1988 CHEVY Celebrity,
43xxx actual miles A-1
OPEN HOUSE
condition, power 8 air. Ph
Sun. Aug. 2, 2pm to 5pm. after 5. 753-1308.
Mon Aug. 3. 4pm to 6pm. 1988 Plymoth Grand Fury
By owner: One owner, 3 Good shape New radiator
bedroom brick, immediate $1300 753-7840
possession. 2 Miles east
1989 Ford Probe, blue,
of Murray, West Dr, 3rd
92,xx.x miles Runs good,
house on left in East Y
$1800 753-5470
subd. Sign in yard. Priced
1991 PONTIAC Firebird,
to sell!
white, V6, gray cloth, tWHY pay rent? 100% fi- tops, 91xxx, $5000
nancing, 3br, 1 bath. Call 753-7777

BY OWNER
PRICE REDUCED!
Vinyl sided house located
on 1005 Coldwater Road
has a 16X22.5 living area
with fireplace, tiled toyer,
kitchen with custom cabinets, dining area, two bedrooms, three walk in closets, two full baths, utility
room, garage, wood deck,
and landscaping on a nice
lot in city limits_ House is
professionally decorated
For an appointment to
show call 753-0839 from
/am-5pm or 759-4272 after 5pm

1994 CHEVY 1 ton 3500
diesel Dually. long bed,
p/u. extended cab, automatic, full power, towing
pkg Maroon, less than
35xxx miles $20.500 one
owner 759-1565

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobllesonline.com.
N.\

N.

•

-.N.
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•
•
•
•

• Driveways
• Pool Decks
'Siciewaiks
• Patios
Beauty That Lasts, A

Price

You

Imprinted
Colored
Traditional
Stained

Con Alford

CREATIVE CONCRETE
Nick Craig
Owner

Murray, KY

767-0728

Fre.
Estimates

Many Wks: and Colors Avallablel

A-1"r
'11 ••
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
ace SUNBURY MURRAY (84yrund Bunny Broad)
753 5040
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Prices could force smokers to quit

Services NNW
ELECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC.
New construction, rewiring. mobile home hookups, electncal maintenance & repair Call anytime Murray. 762-0001
Cells 519-1592
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link & custom wood
privacy fences, at reasonable prices Diclue Farley
759-1519.
GUTTERS
Quality Seamless Aluminum gutter Vanety of colors, gutter maintenance,
gutter supply Vinyl shutters, vanety of colors. Vinyl
siding supplies Licensed
Call West Ky Seamless
Gutters for all your gutter
needs 753-0278
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted No pb too small
Yes, we paint houses Pti.
753-2388 or 436-5759
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation & finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860
LAMB BROTHERS
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing,
landscaping
hedge trimming, raking,
pressure washing Free
estimates 436-2102, ask
for Ben
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
LEE SMITH CONST.
New construction, additions, siding, roofing. Contract or time and material
pricing. Call 492-8783 or
247-7639 for a pnce estimate today
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup & delivery
753-5668

METAL ROOFING
SUPPLIES
All colors in stock
808 Coldwater Rd
(5 points)
STOCKWEU- METAL
ROOFING 753-6585.
MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSION S
Specializing in complete
overhauls on late model
domestic transmissions
753-0152
MITCHELL Bros Paving
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For esticall 753-1537,
mates
492-6141
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels Free estimates
All work guaranteed'
489-6125
No job too small!
PAINTING
Intenor - Exterior.
Free estimates 437-3879
PAINTING
Exterior. 25yrs
Interior,
experience. References
Free Estimates. 345-2325.
1-800-456-7237
PAINTING
Interior/ Exterior. experi1-888-238-1066
enced.
Graves County.
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
REPLACE your roof with
Metal- Beauty- Quality and
Style, all in one Replacement windows in all styles
METAL
STOCKWELL
ROOFING. LET US
INSTALL ONE TODAY!
753-6585.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Remaval. Insured with full
'ine of equipment. Free esmates Day or night,
753-5484.

REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS
Want to lower utility bills?
Stockwells has energy
saving windows to ht any
budget, and quality that
surpasses ALL' Stockwell
Metal Roofing Free estimates 753-6585
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional, Residential, Commercial or
Idustnal 502-435-4645
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, vanety
of colors Licenses, insuredl Estmate available
759-4690
TUCKER'S
Lawn Care Service
Mowing, trimming, grass
catching & general lawn
care 502-759-9609, leave
message
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WANTED
Mobile Homes to rnove.
HM & Sons has 17 years
expenence Ins. for public.
(502) 437-3939.
WOOD VCR
Repairing VCR's, Microwaves. Free estimates.
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite & Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530

860
Free Column
BEAUTIFUL 9 month,
Chow/ Husky, spayed & all
shots to date. Loves children, needs young active
home. Call 1-502-7590603.
FREE to good home: Lab
puppies 901-247-5267.

GovernATLANTA (AP)
ment health officials predict that
3.5 million Americans would quit
smoking — with the young and
minorities leading the way — if
tobacco opponents succeed with a
plan to raise the price of a pack
of cigarettes by half.
Another 2.4 million people
would cut back on the number of
cigarettes they, smoke, according
to a study released Thursday by
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
Combined, those who would
quit or cut back after a 50 percent price hike make up 13 percent of the nation's 47 million
smokers. If the price rose just 25
percent,6 percent of smokers would
quit or cut back, the CDC said.
In June, the Senate killed an
anti-smoking bill that would have

raised the price per pack, now an
average $1.95 nationwide, by $1.10.
Democrats have promised to
revive the issue.
"The tobacco industry in particular tried to make the case that
increasing the price would be harmful to minority groups and lowincome groups ... but just the
opposite is true," said Michael
Eriksen, director of the CDC's
Office of Smoking and Health.

economic harm of tobacco taxes,
not health issues, countered industry spokesman Scott Williams,
adding that the campaign didn't
target minorities.

pared to 21 percent of those 25
to 39 and 5 percent of those at
least 40 years old.
The survey also found poorer
people more likely to quit, with

"The nation has rejected excise
taxes as a means of solving public health problems," Williams said.

15 percent of those earning the
national median income of $33,106
or less quitting or cutting back
compared to 9 percent of those earning more than the median.

"That's good news because these
same groups are the ones who
bear the greatest burden from tobacco-related disease."
Eighty-one of every 100,000
black men die of lung cancer,
compared to 25 of every 100,000
Hispanic men and 54 of every
100,000 white men.
The tobacco industry's $40 million ad campaign focused on the

The CDC surveyed adults for
14 years for the study, breaking
results down by race, age, income
and gender.

Men were more likely to quit
than women, 13 percent to 10 percent.

Ninety-five percent of Hispanics would quit or cut back if prices
rose 50 percent. compared to 16
percent of blacks and just 2 percent of whites.

Even though teen-agers weren't
included in this survey. Eriksen
said its finding that young adults
are price-sensitive on cigarettes is
good news. Previous studies have
Twenty-nine percent of smok- shown that teen-agers are almost
ers between the ages of 18 and twice as sensitive to price increas24 would quit or cut back, com- es as adults, he said.

Scholars say Coolidge presidency misjudged
BOSTON (AP) — The years
have not been kind to Silent Cal.
Wildly popular in his time, Calvin
Coolidge is viewed today as a
president who said little and did
nothing in the White House.
Scholars, journalists and politicians met Thursday to challenge
the image of the 30th president,
a Vermont native who made his
way onto the national political
stage through a career in Massachusetts politics.
"Calvin Coolidge is the most
overlooked and least understood
of the American presidents," said
Sheldon Stern, historian of the
John F. Kennedy Library, which
hosted the conference.
"The Coolidge stereotype is

omnipresent," said Stern, a stereotype that speaker after speaker
sought to dismantle.
Silent? lie gave more news conferences on average than any other
president, was the first president
to use radio extensively and the
last president to write his own
speeches.
Do nothing? His years in the
White House, 1923-1929, were
times of wild prosperity.
Too conservative? As governor
of Massachusetts, he favored votes
for women, raises for teachers and
the popular election of U.S. senators. As president, he proposed fedlegislation,
anti-lynching
eral
endorsed a minimum wage for

women and urged a constitutional amendment to prohibit child
labor.
And, speakers at Thursday's
conference agreed. his integrity
was unmatched. "Coolidge was
one president never touched by
scandal," columnist Robert Novak
said.
Former Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis, the 1988 Democratic presidential nominee, called
Coolidge one of the most skillful
politicians ever.
"He knew his craft; he did it
very well," said Dukakis, who discussed Coolidge's tenure in Massachusetts politics. "By the time he
arrived in the governor's office.

his command of Massachusetts'
government was unmatched."
All speakers said Coolidge
deserves better than the ratings he
receives from historians and politicians, which is usually somewhere
from average to below average
among the presidents. But they
agreed some of the image problems stem from Coolidge's own
desire for privacy.
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"Calvin, we hardly knew ye,
in part because this dour, lonely,
more than slightly mystical figure, whose.disdain for sham set
him apart even in his own time,
wished us to know only so much,"
said Richard Norton Smith, director of the Gerald R. Ford Library.

HOROSCOPES
I'm Wiley Gibson
born July 31, 1997 at St. Luke's
This is to thank all the fine folks in
Murray who prayed for me.
Gramps says he could sense
the thundering roar of silent
prayers that went out for
4°
me. I spent most of my
early months at Hasbro
ik• - Children's Hospital in R.I.
My doctors decided to try
an operation in January. It
took ten hours, and they say
It was a success. Now I no
longer have to take that yukky
medicine and have needles stuck in
me every three hours around the clock. Dr. Gruppauso says I now
have a chance to become a completely normal boy. I sure hope
so! Thank you, everyone.

xoxo
Wiley

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday.
Aug. 1, 1998:
When you follow your instincts, you
come out A-OK Others respect your
intuition, which keeps coming
through for you. You need downtime
to redirect your imagination and creativity. You particularly enjoy your
home life as a result. If you are
single, romance most likely becomes
part of your life. Someone wants to
be your significant other. But this
person might need more distance
than you initially thought. If attached, you both look forward to
those special times alone.Ifyou make
them happen more often, you will
bond on a deeply emotional level.
SCORPIO reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Togetherness and security
breed action. You hear from a family
member too early in the day for your
taste, but he does mean well. Make
time for a special friend.

Son of Darron & Lisa Gibson
Grandson of Marshall & Gay Gibson

Unions attacking
Wal-Mart program
CHICAGO (AP) — A major
union says Wal-Mart is misleading customers with its "Bring it
home to the U.S.A." advertising
campaign.
Douglas H. Dority, president of
the 1.4-million-member United
Food & Commercial Workers
Union, says the campaign is a
cynical attempt to convince consumers that they're "buying American" when they're really buying
foreign-made goods.
Dority announced Thursday that
he was asking the Federal Trade
Commission and the attorneys general of all 50 states to investigate
Wal-Mart for possible violations
of state and federal law regarding
deceptive advertising.
Wal-Mart Vice President Jay
Allen said the retailer has never
claimed to buy only American-made
products.
Dority's attack on the nation's
largest retailer was based on a
180-page report prepared with the
help of the AFL-CIO's Food and
Allied Service Trades Department.
or FAST. That report checked all
895 apparel products found in one
typical Wal-Mart store and found
that 80 percent of them were produced outside the United States.
Dority said the survey punctures Wal-Mart's advertising claim
that it "is firmly committed to the
philosophy of buying everything
possible from suppliers who manufacture their products in the United States."
In a speech to nearly 2.000 delegates attending the UFCW's annu-

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

al convention here, Dority noted
that Wal-Mart makes extensive use
of the American flag in its advertising and promotions. calling it
"crass, commercial abuse" of the
flag.
A similar survey was released
Wednesday by the National Labor
Committee. a New York-based
group that attempts to expose sweatshop conditions in the United States
and abroad. The group looked at
Wal-Mart outlets in 11 states and
found more than 85 percent of
the private-label clothes and accessories it examined were imported.
Wal-Mart has been unpopular
with union officials because it has
been successful in keeping unions
out of its own labor force. Last
August. the first-ever attempt to
unionize a local Wal-Mart work
force in the United States, at a
store in Merrill, Wis., was voted
down by a 2-to- I margin. In December. labor called off a union organizing vote at a Wal-Mart store in
Fairfield, Ala.. saying it couldn't
get a fair election because the
giant retailer was intimidating and
harassing its U.S. work force of
700,000 people.

Did you miss
your paper?
Call 753-1916
Extension 28
Mon.-Fri. 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Sat. 4:30-500 p.m.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Friends want you tojoin in.
Expect every type of manipulation
possible, until you agree to come
along. Be flattered not annoyed. Not
many people are sought after like
you are. Invite a friend along to join
you. Tonight: Where the action is.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Getextra work done.It could
involve a home project. Do not sit on
your duff;get going. You gain a great
sense of accomplishment. Check out
a new purchase that could make
work easier. Be open to someone's
excellent suggestion.Tonight:Relax
at the movies.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Someone lets his more sensual side emerge. Do not stand on
ceremony with this person. A day
trip opens many doors. You find that
you can discuss things that up to
now have been difficult. Your high
energy encourages someone. Tonight: Do only what you love to do.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Take care of a family matter
right away, before it gets out of control. Don't hold back your passionate feelings; express them. Take a
stronger hand in your family life. A

partner becomes very supportive and
is happy to come to the rescue. Tonight: Thank someone nicely.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Discussions are animated.
Getting involved in a cause suits you
fine. A little diversity could add a lot
to your life. Broaden horizons, and
meet new people. Invite key friends
to join in on your adventure. A common goal is bonding. Tonight: Hanging out is fun.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Indulge yourself, and don't
hold back. How you see someone
gives a new perspective to what is
happening. Loosen up with a parent.
Follow through on a commitment.
Complete a project,then relax by the
pool or in your favorite chair. Tonight: Take it easy.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Initiate calls, and make
plans now. Reach out for someone.
Be more imaginative about a longterm goal. Get feedback about a trip,
especially from a loved one. Your
high energy needs an outlet. Get into
a preferred sport. Tonight: Your
magnetism speaks.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Take a deep breath, and ac-

knowledge that a low-key approach
works best. Invite a favorite friend
to vanish with you. Choose a place
where you can really let it all hang
out. You regain energy as a result.
Your smile lights up others.Tonight:
Roll with the punches.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Reach outfor someone,and
make calls. A partner puts a lot of
energy into getting you to do exactly
what he wants; he will ride you until
you agree. Make it easy for both of
you. This person will open up to you.
True intimacy evolves. Tonight: Favorite restaurant.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take the lead: Bring friends
and family together. Direct your high
energy to the completion ofa project.
You get a lot done and can finally
relax. Indulge with a friend later in
the day. Take time for the lighter
side of life. Tonight:In the limelight.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Take off, if you haven't
already done so: A day trip fits the
bill, ifyou don't have weekend plans.
Let the child in you out. After all, it's
summer!Romance heats up,for those
who are open to it. A child plays a
significant role in his parents' lives.
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Oldsmobile

A

1998 Chevrolet Blazer

1998 Grand Prix CT
2 Door - Leather - CD - Power
Lumbar - Daytona Package

Only

2,000Miles

Power Windows - Power Locks
- 4 Door - 4x4

1996 Eighty Eight
LSS Oldsmobile

DEAL OF THE WEEK

Only 11,000 Miles
mhb,

AU Power - Leather - CD 8
Cassette

ONLY $15,300
Grand Prix

Bonnevile SSE

$16,500

$17,900

Buick
Century

17Chemin
Extended Cahn 64

$10,900 $24,995

'93 Ford XL?
III GE
11 Oldsmobile
Jimmy 41111, 4x4 r-Iso Truck
Calais

'93 Buick
Park Avenue

'95 Oldsmobile
Eighty CO

$16,300

$12,900

'94 Mercury
'92 Ford EN
Side
Flars
Topaz GS
6A
Ext. Cab

$8.11L,AU.

A WORLD OF VALUE
1300 Hwy 121 Bypass • Murray, KY • 753-5315
(llersgs trim lay Stewart Stadiums)
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will often solve the
and frequently
problem. So you need to have water or
juice in hand when you descend. Or,
you may have to anticipate the problem by using antihistamines or nasal
sprays before flying Finally. the
Valsalva maneuver may help Close
your mouth, pinch your nose and
strain This causes a buildup of pressure in your middle ears that may
open the Eustachian tubes and allow
equalization to take place
Remember that if you wait too long,
pressure equalization becomes far
more difficult. Start your maneuvers
as soon as the aircraft begins to lose
altitude and keep at the process every
few seconds if your ears continue to
feel blocked.
Should these suggestions fail to
solve your problem, obtain an exam
by an otolaryngologist.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Ear Infections & Disorders."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY
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"The family suggests
that memorial
contributions be made
to the American
Heart Association."
When people want to
honor a loved one
and fight heart disease.

Bidding Quiz
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1 Take to court
4 Winter
precipitation
8 Grainy
substance
12 Former
music store
purchases
(abbr )
13 Natural color
14 Arrow poison
15 Lawyer
(abbr )
16 Intense heat
18 Bards
20 Actual being
(Latin)
21 Asner ID
22 Skill
23 Part of CPA
27 Total
29 Crafty
30 Targets
31 Symbol for
thulium
32 Eat
33 "Ready. —
fire
34 Peru's cont
35 Loathe
2

1

39 Enter
(2 wds )
40 Cold weather
response
41 "El—.Brute"
42 Toward
shelter
44 Hatred
47 Crude bag
51 Federal
agcy
52 — Clapton
53 "Doctor
Zhivago" star
54 Above
(poetic)
55 Grafted
(heraldry)
56 "—
Breckinndge"
57 Rodent
DOWN
1 Strike across
the face
2 "— — Paar''
3 High regard
4 Gels
•

3
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5 Sgt
6 Solar system
model
7 Sausage
8 Pitching style
9 Black cuckoo
10 Snare
11 TV's Susan
10
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17 Exists
19 Tantalum
symbol
22 High
mountain
24 Filmdom s
Dirty Harry
°nits )
25 Sac
26 Former
Russian ruler
27 Male deer
28 Center of
shield
29 Big — (Calif )
30 Ms Zadora
32 Quality of
sound
33 Ventilate
36 Hello
37 Like fettucini
Alfredo
38 One who
woos
40 Broom
41 Danson ID
43 Ending with
friend
44 Vegetable
45 Layer of eye
46 Exchange
place
47 — whiz
48 Vase

49 Insect egg
50 Vehicle
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HIV positive woman sought revenge

w
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LEWISBURG, Tenn. (AP) —
Divorced, widowed and HIV-positive, Pamela Wiser was so angry
with a former boyfriend for infecting her that she had to get revenge.
Not on him — on any man she
could sleep with.
Wiser said she spent the past
year having a series of one-night
stands with up to 50 men she met
at bars in largely rural Marshall
and Bedford counties. Though she's
now changed her story to only
five such encounters, police are
investigating as if the larger number is the truth.
"We don't know who they are,"
Police Chief Michael Hunter said
Thursday. "Some we have first
names, some we have no names."
It is the latest high-profile case
in which authorities say someone
carrying the AIDS virus knowingly had sex with others.
In the St. Louis area, health
officials said Darnell "Boss Man"
McGee infected at least 18 women
and girls, the largest documented
case of its kind. McGee, 28, had
more than 100 known sex partners before he was slain last year
in an apparent robbery attempt.
Earlier this year, authorities in
New York said 17 people are
believed to have HIV infections
linked to Nushawn Williams, a

dntter now charged with rape. The
cases stretch from New York City
to the western half of the state.
Wiser,.29, said she contracted
HIV three years ago from an exboyfriend and decided a year ago
to act out on her anger by having one-night stands. She said she
told her lovers that she had the
virus, but they didn't care.
"I was just getting revenge for
what he did to me." Wiser said
in an interview at the Marshall
County Jail. "I feel I've gotten
my revenge."
She has been charged with two
counts of criminal exposure to
HIV and could face more. Hunter
said his department received about
80 calls in the first 24 hours after
men were urged to get tested.
The announcement by Wiser has
stunned residents of Lewisburg, a
central Tennessee community of
9,900 about 50 miles south of
Nashville.
"I never thought we'd have heard
of it here," said Michael Pogue,
whose family moved here from
Memphis last year to get away
from big-city problems.
But some in town knew about
Wiser and what she was doing.
Pat Blackmore, manager of the
Economy Inn in Lewisburg, said
Wiser came in about once a week

tor months with various men. The
men always paid the $25 room
charge.
"We knew she had (HIV) and
even warned people who were in
the hotel, 'Don't get a hold of
her, she's dangerous," Blackmore
said. "I am terribly hurt that anything like this could happen in
this town, because it's a churchgoing town."
Hunter said police were tipped
to Wiser by a man who had sex
with her and was tested for HIV.
He would not say whether the
man tested positive.
A Marshall County grand jury
indicted Wiser on the two charges
last week. If convicted, she faces
up to 12 years in jail.
Hunter said the Department of
Public Health has promised to
share the burden of searching for
Wiser's lovers. State workers will
help locate them, urge them to
get tested and provide counseling.
Steve Hoelscher, administrator of
the town's Marshall County Medical Center. said he hasn't seen
an increase in the number of people coming in for HIV tests. He
said the news caught him off guard.
"I guess in this day and time,
anything's possible," he said. "Certainly no place is immune but you
don't expect it here."
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Abortion foe wants role in writing rules for law
group but could make no promisFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An ing the law.
es.
"It seems to me that clearly
outspoken opponent of abortion
today asked to be among the peo- the people selected ... ought to
Cetrulo said the brochures or
ple who will write the rules by reflect that legislative support,"
other materials to be given to
which the state implements an Cetrulo said.
seeking abortions should not
The hearing today was for peo- women
"informed consent" law.
anything about contracepinclude
The legislation passed earlier this ple to give opinions about what
tion. He said he anticipated that
year requires women seeking abor- the eventual regulation should
groups that unsuccessfully opposed
tions to wait 24 hours before under- include.
the legislation would try to underJohn Walker. a hearing officer
going the procedure. While a
mine it by pushing for informawoman waits, she is to be given for the cabinet, told Cetrulo that
tion about "morning after" pills
material about medical risks of he would pass along Cetrulo's
and other devices.
abortion, development of the fetus request for inclusion in the work
and alternatives to abortion, such
as adoption.
"Clearly this legislation was
passed with the overwhelming support of the Kentucky General
Assembly," Robert Cetrulo, an
Specializing In Dean and General Tires
attorney and founder of Northern
NW'
Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
Kentucky Right to Life, said at a
hearing.
Owner, Ronnie Melvin
401 N. 4th
Cetrulo said he wanted to be
Street
part of a work group that the Cabinet for Health Services will have
to assemble to evaluate evidence
and draft a regulation for enforc-
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